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Fluorine K-shell x-ray cross sections have been

measured for 1-6 MeV 7Li+1,+2,+3, 1.5-11 MeV "B+1,+2,+3,+4,+5, 1-10

MeV 1C+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6, 2-9 MeV 14N+1,+3, and 3-12 MeV

160+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6,+7,+8 incident ions on ultra-clean, ultra-thin

YF3 solid target foils. Previously, fluorine x-ray cross

section measurements existed only for a few ions due to the

difficult nature of measuring inner-shell ionization under

these conditions. Consequently, procedures were developed to

produce ultra-clean, ultra-thin target foils and to remove

x-ray interference from electron bremsstrahlung and low

energy K-shell xrays from contaminant elements. Fluorine x-

ray cross sections were subsequently measured using target

foils of thicknesses 2 Ag/cm2.

X-ray cross section measurements were compared with the

ECPSSR theory over the range of 0.3 < Z1/Z2 < 0.9 and 0.2 <

v /v2K < 0.8 which test the validity of the ECPSSR's

approximations for both direct ionization and electron

capture. For 7Li, the ECPSSR was found to correctly predict

the data for reduced ion velocities, K ;> 0.3. However, the



ECPSSR theory mildly overpredicts the 7Li data at lower

velocities. For 10B and 160 ions, the ECPSSR ia also found to

predict the data at higher reduced ion velocities: EK 0.35

for 0B and K 0.5 for 160. However, for 12C and 14N ions,

the ECPSSR overpredicts the data by more than a factor of

two at higher reduced ion velocities. In addition, for all

ions except 7Li, the ECPSSR underpredicts data at low ion

velocities. This effect is probably attributed to increased

vacancy production due to molecular promotion processes.

Finally, the electron capture contribution to the x-ray

cross section has been inferred from the charge state

dependence of the data and compared to the ECPSSR. The

ECPSSR theory is seen to overpredict electron capture by

more than a factor of 2 at all energies.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Inner-shell ionization during ion-atom collisions is

one of the most active areas of theoretical and experimental

research for both applied and basic physics. 1 For example,

in applied physics, inner-shell ionization results have been

used for elemental trace analysis of samples by particle

induced X-ray emission (PIXE) ,2-6 the development of

tokamaks, 7 location of impurities in crystal lattices,8-11

plasma physics, 12 and ion implantation. 13 In basic physics,

an understanding of inner-shell ionization is essential to

the understanding of the interaction between either

radiation and matter or a charged particle passing through

matter. Thus, data from ion-atom collisions provides a means

for testing theoretical models of atomic systems. The data

obtained from ion-atom collisions are therefore important in

energy loss, charge-state studies, and the production and

detection of superheavy elements14 ~19 as well as other areas

of basic research.

According to Kessel and Fastrup, 20 the first

investigations of inner-shell ionization during ion-atom

collisions were performed with radioactive sources, and

electron beams prior to 1920. Chadwick and others observed

the emission of X rays from heavy target elements that were

1
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struck by energetic alpha particles from radioactive

sources.21-26 Merzbacher and Lewis27 state that these early

experiments caused Gerthsen to note that the results were at

variance with the simple model that was used to describe

ionization. In this simple model, an incident particle

undergoes an elastic collision with an electron.

Additionally, the electron is considered to be free except

that atomic binding requirements limit the minimum energy

transferred to the electron to obtain ionization.28 This

model indicated that a proton beam would require a beam

energy 460 times that of an electron beam in order to

produce ionization of the target. An alpha particle beam

would require an even higher energy. Gerthsen noted that the

experiments indicated that inner-shell ionization occurred

at energies well below those predicted by the model. In

fact, no threshold was observed in the experiments. Gerthsen

postulated that the binding of the target electron to the

target nucleus caused the electron to have a larger

effective mass. Thus, larger energy transfers could occur

between the electron and the incident projectile, which made

ionization possible at the lower beam energies.

The study of inner-shell ionization by heavy ion-atom

collisions and by protons began in the 1930's with the

invention of the linear accelerator and the cyclotron. 20 In

1934, Coates at the Radiation Laboratory in California,

working under E.O. Lawrence, performed the first experiment
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involving inner-shell ionization due to heavy ion-atom

collisions. 29 In this experiment, Coates bombarded a number

of elements with a mercury ion beam at energies up to 2.4

MeV using the University of California cyclotron. Coates's

experiments were also important because he attributed the x-

rays from the targets to inner-shell vacancies that were

created by the formation of molecular orbitals between the

target atom and the mercury ion. His theory was in

opposition to theories that were being used to explain

inner-shell ionization due to protons and alpha particles

and was ignored for more than 30 years. 20

In the 1960's as the energy requirements for

significant nuclear physics research exceeded the maximum

beam energy of many existing linear accelerators, atomic

research again flourished. Initially these inner-shell ion-

atom collision experiments were for K-shell ionization with

protons and light ions.3 0-33 With the increased availability

of heavy ion accelerators and high resolution Si(Li) X-ray

detectors, K-, L-, and M-shell ionization cross sections

were measured for heavy ion beams. 34 In particular, K-shell

ionization cross sections over the last thirty years have

been measured for many different ions over a large ion

energy range and a variety of different target elements with

x-ray energies > 2 keV. 35 -45 Furthermore, in recent years K-

shell ionization cross sections have been measured with

increasing accuracy, (absolute uncertainty < 5%), for use in
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material analysis techniques. 35 Although the number of L-

she1 46-54 and M-she1155 -63 ionization cross section

measurements have increased in recent years,the measurements

are not as complete nor as accurate as those for the K-

shell. Also, there are very few K-, L-, or M-shell

ionization cross section measurements for elements whose X-

ray energies are below 1 keV, such as those presented in

this work.44 -45,54 ,65

During an ion-atom collision, the incident ion may

cause the formation of inner-shell vacancies in the target

atom due to three different types of interactions: Pauli

excitation, direct ionization, and electron capture.

Furthermore, the importance of any particular excitation or

ionization mechanism to a particular ion-atom collision

depends on the ion and atom that are involved as well as the

velocities of the incident ion and the target electron.

In Pauli excitation, a target inner-shell vacancy is

formed by exciting the electron into an atomic or molecular

bound state. Pauli excitation is the dominant ionization

mechanism when Z,1 ~ Z2 and v,<<ve where Zi and Z2 are the

atomic numbers of the incident ion and target atom and v

and ve are the velocities of the incident ion and of the

target electron respectively. In this region, the incident

ion and target atom may form a quasi-molecule. Thus, the

target electrons will interact with the incident ion's

electrons through exchange forces due to the Pauli exclusion
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principle. The ion will then separate from the target atom

leaving the target electrons in excited levels and thus

creating inner-shell vacancies in the target atom.

In direct ionization (DI) the Coulomb interaction

between the target electron and the ion's nucleus removes

the target electron to the continuum. Direct ionization,

also known as coulomb excitation, is the dominant mechanism

for inner-shell ionization for the region of Z1 /Z 2 << 1 and

v >> ve. Furthermore, direct ionization is also the

dominant mechanism in slow collisions provided the incident

ion's K-shell radius is large compared to the target's K-

shell radius.A In the electron capture (EC) process, a

target electron is captured to a bound state in the incident

ion. The probability of this process occurring is dependent

on the number of vacancies in the incident ion and the

energy difference between the target and ion's atomic levels

as well as the ratio of the speeds of the incident ion and

the target electron. Thus for the region where Z1 5 Z2 and v

ve, electron capture from the target K, L, M, ... shells to

the ion can become an important ionization mechanism if a

vacancy exists in the ion.

The probability that an inner-shell vacancy will be

created in the target atom during the ion-atom collision is

the ionization cross section. After a vacancy is produced in

the target atom, the excited atom will de-excite

predominantly through either radiative (X-ray emission) or
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non-radiative (Auger electron emission) processes. The

probability that an atom will de-excite through a radiative

process is called the fluorescence yield.

N
A)=-N (1.1)

,V

where NX is the number of times that the atom de-excited

through x-ray emission and N. is the total number of inner-

shell vacancies. The fluorescence yield is therefore simply

the fraction of inner-shell vacancies that were filled by

radiative processes. The fluorescence yield is a function of

the target's atomic number, the electron transition that

causes the photon emission and the electronic configuration

of the target atom. Thus, by measuring either the X-rays or

Auger electrons emitted by the target following an ion-atom

collision, the inner-shell ionization cross section can be

calculated for a particular ion-atom collision using

equation 2 as long as the target atom's fluorescence yield

is known.

ax (1.2)

where a, is the ionization cross section, ax is the x-ray

production cross section, and w is the fluorescence yield.
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Many different theories have been used in attempts to

explain the ionization cross sections obtained from

experimental results including: the plane wave Born

approximation (PWBA) ,67-68 the binary encounter approximation

(BEA) ,69-71 the semi-classical approximation (SCA) ,72 the

molecular orbital theory (MO),74 and the ECPSSR theory. 75-86

The binary encounter approximation (BEA) and semi-

classical approximation (SCA) theories are attempts to

describe inner-shell ionization in terms of classical

scattering theory. The SCA and BEA were found to

successfully describe K-shell direct ionization for protons

and light, fast projectiles where vi/ve >> 1 and Z «/Z2 <<

This result can be understood by examining the basic

assumptions of these methods. For example, the SCA assumes

that the incident ion has a high enough momentum, p = hk,

such that ka >> 1 where a is the atomic radius. The SCA

further assumes that the ion never encounters a potential

energy greater than its total energy. The first assumption

is necessary in order for the ion to be described by a

straight line classical trajectory. The second assumption

ensures that the ion is not deflected through a large

angle. 72 Thus, the SCA correctly fits the data over the

region where its inherent assumptions are valid. For

heavier-ion collisions as well as for L- and M-shell

ionization, the SCA and BEA have been unsuccessful in

predicting experimental results.
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The PWBA and ECPSSR theories are attempts to describe

the inner-shell ionization process in terms of quantum

mechanical scattering theory. Since the PWBA reduces to the

SCA in the region where Vi/ve >> 1 and Z«/Z2 << 1, it also

correctly predicts K-shell direct ionization for protons and

fast light projectiles in this region. Furthermore, the

quantum mechanical approach has the advantage of allowing

for physical corrections to be added to the theory in a

systematic manner without the need for empirical scaling

factors. The ECPSSR theory is one such extension of the PWBA

theory. For heavier-ions, Z1 > 4, or low Z2, Z2 5 30, targets

at lower velocities, the PWBA, SCA, and BEA theories

overpredict the experimental measurements.35,40,73 This

deviation from theory has been attributed to two factors:

Coulomb deflection of the incident ion by the target nucleus

and increased binding of the target electron due to the

presence of the projectile inside the K-shell. The theories

also seem to underpredict the experimental results at higher

ion velocities, this is due to polarization of the target

electron wave function by the ion. The BEA has been modified

to account for Coulomb deflection and increased binding.74

The PWBA was also modified to account for Coulomb

deflection.A'5 In addition, the PWBA was modified to account

for polarization and increased binding effects by using

perturbed stationary states.76-78 Furthermore, these theories

failed to account for electron capture contributions to the
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inner-shell ionization process. The failure to account for

EC resulted in the theories underestimating the experimental

results in heavier-ion atom collision experiments.7
3 79 -8 0

Halpern and Law81 suggested that electron capture could be

added to the PWBA using the Oppenheimer-Brinkman-Kramers,

OBK, 82 theory as modified by Nikolaev, OBKN. 83 The PWBA

theory for DI plus the OBKN to account for electron capture

is called the first Born Theory. The electron capture

contribution to the ionization cross section can be measured

experimentally by measuring the charge state dependence of

the ionization cross section using thin targets that

approach single collision conditions.

The ECPSSR theory is a further advancement of the PWBA

theory with the following modifications: i) perturbed

stationary state hydrogenic electron wave functions, ii)

Coulomb deflection, iii) relativistic corrections for

relativistic electrons, iv) incident ion energy loss, and v)

electron capture using the OBKN formalism. The ECPSSR theory

extended the range of validity of the first Born to lower

ion velocities.

The purpose of the present work is to measure the

fluorine direct ionization and electron capture for 7 Li, 10B,

12C, 14N, and 160 ions incident on ultra-thin, 1-2 gg/cm2 , YF3

solid target foils. The present work, whose preliminary

results have already been published,44 45 covers the range of

0.3 < Z1/Z2 < 0.9 and 0.2 < v1/v2K < 0.8 which test the
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validity of the ECPSSR's approximations for both the direct

ionization and electron capture contribution. Furthermore,

due to the difficult nature of the experiments, this is one

of the few experimental measurements of x-ray cross sections

for target x-ray energies less than 1 keV.44-45,54,65,84-85



CHAPTER II

THEORY

As previously mentioned in Chapter I, the first

investigations of inner-shell ionization during ion-atom

collisions were performed prior to 1920.21-26 Early

theoretical attempts to explain inner-shell ionization

centered around a free electron model. In the free electron

model, the ionization process is modeled by an ion

undergoing an elastic collision with an electron. The

electron is considered free except that its atomic binding

limits the minimum energy transfer allowed for ionization.27

This model was useful in qualitatively describing other

atomic processes including the energy loss of a charged

particle passing through matter. By conservation of

momentum, the energy transferred to an electron during a

collision with an ion is

2Mm
E= Mine (Mivi-meu) (v1+u) , (11.1)

(Mi+me)2

where M1 and v1 are the mass and velocity of the ion, E is

the energy transferred to the electron during the collision,

and me and u are the mass and the velocity of the electron.

11
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The maximum energy that can be transferred to an electron

during the collision occurs for u ~ 0 and is given by

Emx=2mevi (11.2)

In order to ionize the electron, the incident ion must

travel at sufficient velocity such that Em > Eb, where Eb is

the electron's binding energy. Thus, a proton beam would

require an energy 460 times that of an electron beam in

order to obtain ionization. Experimental results by Chadwick

et al. showed that ionization occurred at energies far below

those predicted by the free electron model. 21 24 Furthermore,

no energy threshold was seen in the experiments. In order to

account for the experimental observations, Gerthsen noted

that it was necessary for the electron to have a higher

effective mass.28 Thus, Gerthsen indirectly recognized the

importance of the atomic binding in the ionization process.

It is the atomic binding of the electron that increases the

electron's effective mass and thus allows for larger energy

transfers. Therefore, atomic binding can not be neglected as

it alone makes ionization possible. Merzbacher notes in his

article 27 that " under near adiabatic conditions the atomic

orbit of the electron is of decisive importance."

Consequently, the description of ionization in the near

adiabatic region requires the use of quantum mechanical

scattering theory. In the high energy region, the ionization
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process can be described by a classical approach such as

the BEA or SCA or a quantum mechanical approach as was

discussed previously.

Quantum Mechanical Scattering Theory

Bethe, Mott and Massey and others have described

quantum mechanical scattering theory in more detail than

will be presented here.72,86-87 The proper quantum mechanical

description of a physical system is obtained by finding a

suitable set of wave functions and a Hamiltonian for the

system. The problem is then to evaluate the transition

matrix elements using the proper Hamiltonian and wave

functions for the system. The ion-atom system may be

described by a Hamiltonian given by

H=Hatom+Hion+H (11.3)

where Hatom, Hi, and Hi are the atom, ion, and interaction

Hamiltonians respectively. Because the total Hamiltonian can

be represented as a sum of the individual Hamiltonians, the

ion-atom wave function is the product of the ion and the

atom's wave functions. This is given by the formula

+(Rjr)=+in(R)atomn(r) , (11.4)

where $ is the total ion-atom system wave function, *atom is

the atom's wave function and $ion is the ion's wave function.

The transition matrix element is then given by the formula27
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<i,*(R,r)IHiI*(Rr)>=f$,*(Rr)Hi I$(Rr)drdR , (11.5)

where $, and $f are the initial and final ion-atom wave

functions, respectfully.

To solve for the transition matrix, the interaction

Hamiltonian must be specified. In the case of direct

ionization (DI), the ionization is due to the Coulomb

interaction between the ion and the target electron. The

interaction Hamiltonian for DI is therefore given by

Hj-= ri(11.6)
|R-rj

where Z1 is the atomic number of the ion, e is the charge of

the electron, R is the ion's position vector and r is the

electron's position vector. The transition matrix is now

given by the formula

<$%*(R, r) I Hi I $j (R, r) >= $,(R. r) ri $(Rr) drdR .

In order to solve for DI, the correct ion-atom wave

functions must be determined. Therefore, the correct wave

functions for both the ion and the target atom electron must

be specified. Since the ion is moving in the target atom's

Coulomb field, the correct wave functions for the ion are
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Coulomb wave functions. Additionally, the correct wave

functions for the target atom electron are perturbed atomic

wave functions since the target electrons are perturbed by

the ion.

Although the solution method stated above is straight

forward, it is not possible to perform the calculations for

an arbitrary ion-atom system without applying certain

approximations. This is because the integral in equation

11.2 can't be solved numerically without making

approximations to both the ion and atom wave functions. The

first approximation is to assume that the incident ion may

be treated as a free particle. Therefore, the ion's wave

function is replaced by a free particle wave function, a

plane wave. Since the ion's trajectory can be described

classically with considerable accuracy, this assumption is

justified if the ion's wave function is only slightly

perturbed by the interaction.27

The second useful approximation is to replace the

perturbed target atom's wave functions with unperturbed

hydrogenic wave functions. There are two justifications for

this approximation. First, exact unperturbed wave functions

are only known for hydrogen. Furthermore, the use of

hydrogenic wave functions to model other atomic systems is

useful in solving many atomic physics problems. Secondly,

the use of unperturbed wave functions is valid if the

interaction time is small compared to the response time of
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the electron. Additionally, unperturbed wave functions may

be used if the perturbation is small. Using these

approximations, Equation 11.7 becomes

f**(R, r) Hi ji1 (R,r) drdR=fe~k-'4 (r) H e kI R (r)drdR (II8)

where (Pf and (I are the target electron's final and initial

hydrogenic wave functions. These approximations are known to

be valid if the Born approximation is valid and if the

charge on the incident ion is much less than that of the

target atom. Bethe and Jackiw72 note that the Born

approximation is valid at any incident ion energy if

Va2<L2(11.9)
Me

where V is the potential binding the electron, me is the

mass of the electron, and a is the range of the interaction.

A derivation of the Bohr radius and other quantities

associated with the Bohr model of the atom can be found in

Appendix A. Bethe and Jackiw also note that the Born

approximation is valid at high incident ion energies if

Va < v 1,1(II.10)
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where v1 is the velocity of the incident ion. Furthermore,

the potential, V, can be approximated by the following

equation

Z2e 2 (1..)

a

where Z2 and a are the atomic number and radius of the

target atom. Thus, Equations 11.9 and II.10 become

Z2a<< 2,rand (II.12)
mee

V1>> Z2e
2  (II.13)

Using the results in Appendix A, the Born approximation can

be written for both limits in terms of the variables of the

Bohr atom. Thus Equations 11.12 and 11.13 become

a0
a<<...=a2K (11.14)

Z2

v> >Z2vo=v2K (
(II.15)
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The conditions required by Equation 11.14 are never met for

heavy particle inner-shell ionization. Thus, for heavy

particle inner-shell ionization, the Born approximation is

valid at high energies where the velocity of the ion is much

greater than the velocity of the target electron. Thus the

condition for the Born approximation is given as

>>1(.16)
Ve

where ve is the velocity of the electron. Finally, the

condition that the charge on the incident ion is much less

than the charge on the target atom is given by the equation

Zi...... <<1 .(II.17)

Z 2

Although it is possible to qualitatively understand the

regions of validity for the theoretical approaches that were

discussed in the introduction, it impossible to obtain

precise quantitative limits to the approximations by

theoretical considerations. This is because the calculations

required to evaluate the limits are more difficult than the

calculations that the approximations were used to avoid.

Therefore, the ranges for which the various approximations

are valid must be determined experimentally.27 The work
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described here tests both the low energy limit of the Born

approximation and the Z1/Z 2 dependence.

Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA)

The Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA) theory was

developed by Bethe in the 1930 's88-89 to account for inner-

shell ionization by DI. The theory is based on quantum

mechanical scattering theory and the approximations

described in the previous section. Thus, the name of the

theory comes from the use of a plane wave to describe the

ion and the use of the Born approximation. The ionization

cross section is proportional to the square of the

transition matrix. Thus, the development of the PWBA begins

with the calculation of the transition matrix. The ion-atom

system with coordinate reference frame is shown in Figure 1.

The transition matrix is given by the equation,

Z e2
Tif=<I**f (R)of*(r) I I-ri I K(R)$0i(r)> . (I.18)

where *j(r) and f(r) are the initial and final atomic

states of the electron. The initial and final wave functions

of the incident ion are given by the equations,

$.( (R) =e -11.19)

and
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram showing an ion-atom system with an

associated coordinate reference frame.
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$Kf(R) =e . (11.20)

Thus, the ionization cross section for DI is now given by

the equation,

(M)21 -iKfoR*() le2iKi *I> 2 (11.21)
2 f 12f TR-r|

where MN is the incident ion's mass. It is useful to denote

the momentum transferred by the variable q, where q = K -

Kf. The ionization cross section doubly differential in

energy and momentum is then obtained by integrating over all

particle coordinates. For K-shell ionization with an energy

transfer of WZ2K
2Ry and momentum transfer Z2Kq1/2/a0 , the

doubly differential ionization cross section in the center

of mass system is given by

2

d2a 8r 2 e 2 2 2dgqF 12a
dWK W=8 K Z( .2 2d Fag(q) |2  dW . (11.22)

T-vi 2 Z 2
2K

Furthermore, using hydrogenic wave functions, the term

involving FWK(q) is given by the equation

2 7e-(2/k)arctan[2k/(q-k 2+1) 1( k2 +1
IqFe (q) 12-( 3 (11.23)

(l-e -2/k) [(q-k2 +1) 2+4k2 ]3
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where k2 = W-1 and Z2 Ke is the Slater screened nuclear

charge.90 The Slater screening coefficient for K-shell

ionization is given by

Z 2K=Z 2-0.3 . (11.24)

The ionization cross section singly differential in energy

transfer is now obtained by integrating Equation (11.24)

over all possible momentum transfers, as shown below,

2 2 a2

darK=87rZ, ( 0 ) -- * I|FWK(q) 12 dqdW .(II.25)

-V1 Z q. 2

The limits for the integral are set by conservation of

energy considerations. If the energy loss during the

collision, e, is small in comparison to the initial energy

of the system, these limits can be written as

2-Me 2 (1+ e
2_2M( -MEcM~e )2 2ECM (11.26)
min~ECM 2

and

2 2M(L+ EcMe )I8ECM (11.27q d -'Mt2Z 2C 1 .27)
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where M is the reduced mass of the ion-atom system and EcM

is the energy in the center-of-mass reference frame. Since

the probability for large momentum transfers is small, the

integration may be simplified by setting qm = co without

appreciable error. Furthermore, if e << El or equivalently

if w2K << ECM then q can be approximated with little error

as

WZ2KvO
2

qv=(W *) . (11.28)

The integral in Equation (11.25) is called the excitation

function and is denoted by

IKj(W) = -Fi(q) 12 dq- (11.29)
q2

The PWBA serves as a mathematical frame work for

several other theories including the ECPSSR theory used in

this study. Furthermore, a number of dimensionless

parameters are found to be useful in the PWBA for comparing

different ion-atom systems. Thus, a discussion of these

parameters and their physical meanings would seem

appropriate. As mentioned previously, the target electron's

wave function is approximated by unperturbed hydrogenic wave

functions. A measure of the accuracy of this approximation
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can be obtained by comparing the binding energy of the

electron to that predicted by the Bohr Model,

OS= 2 (11.30)
Z s

where OS is the reduced binding energy and n is the

principal quantum number for the S-shell. For K-shell

ionization, the equation becomes

OKt=L2K(11.31)
Z2RZ2KRY

Thus, the reduced binding energy, OK, is a measure of the

hydrogenic aspect of the electron's observed binding energy.

Consequently, the target electron's wave function is best

approximated by hydrogenic wave functions when s ~ w1.'es

also denotes the minimum energy transferred in the collision

as will be shown later in this chapter and may also be

interpreted as a screening number.91 A second dimensionless

parameter used in the PWBA formalism is the reduced ion-

velocity, rs. The reduced ion-velocity for ionization of an

S-shell electron is
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El
2 (-.)

vi 2 M, (11.32)

Ve

where ve is the velocity of the target electron. Therefore,

for K-shell ionization the reduced ion-velocity parameter is

given by

vi 2 (11.33)

fKZ 2KVO)

As previously mentioned, the basic parameters of the Bohr

atom are worked out in Appendix A. The physical importance

of the reduced particle-velocity parameter is in determining

the accuracy of the Born approximation. As discussed

previously, the Born approximation is valid if vi/ve >> 1.

Therefore, the Born approximation is most accurate for rs

1. A third useful dimensionless parameter is s. This

parameter is called the reduced particle-velocity by

Brandt 92 and is given by

1 s(11.34)
qos a2s

where qOs is the minimum momentum transfer required to

ionize the electron from the S-Shell, and is given by,
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qs = -2S (11.35)
vi

Therefore, for K-shell ionization, the reduced particle-

velocity is

K=_ =2v__2_ _ 2 (11.36)
gOK a2K OKZ2KVO K

The reduced particle-velocity, s, compares the target

electron's response time, w2S, to the ion-electron

interaction time, a2s/v 1. Thus, it is used to distinguish

between fast, s >> 1, and slow, Es << 1, collisions. As

previously mentioned, the use of unperturbed wave functions

can be justified if the interaction time is small compared

to the electron's response time, i.e. a fast collision.

Thus, Es is useful in testing the accuracy of this

approximation.

Using these dimensionless parameters, the singly

differentiated cross section is given by

d K= 8 7r Z aZ2 KlK I (W) dW . (11.37)

By integrating over all possible energy transfers, the

ionization cross section for DI in the PWBA formalism can be

shown to be
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a = 87r Za Z2 f{IK (W) dW . (11.38)

As noted previously, the reduced binding energy can be

interpreted as a screening number. This is because it is the

ratio of the observed binding energy of the target electron

to the binding energy without screening. The integral in

Equation (11.38) is called the dimensionless ionization

integral by Rice et al.93 .

f K(,7K 0 ) =J"K) IK (W) dW (11.39)

It has been noted by Basbas et al.94 and others75 that the

ionization cross section has a universal behavior when

0 KfK/nK is plotted against K/0K2. Thus, the PWBA results are

usually given by the equation

KOK OK' FK(77K/K) , (11.40)

where,

UOK = 87r Z 2-4 a, (11.41)

and

F ( )2) =O(-) f (110 .( .42)
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The form factor given in Equation (11.42) have been

tabulated by Rice et al.93 Thus, Equation (11.40) is an

extremely convenient form to present the ionization cross

section results of the PWBA for direct ionization. Finally,

it is noted in the PWBA that for the same values of the

dimensionless parameters, n. and 0K the ionization cross

section results for different ion-atom systems depends on

only aoK. Thus, for DI in the PWBA formalism, the ionization

cross section varies with the incident ion and target atomic

numbers as

20xZ (11.43)

and

C O<Z 2K (11.44)

Physical Discrepancies in PWBA

As previously discussed, the PWBA contains several

approximations whose ranges of validity can only be

determined by experimental measurements. By extensive

experimentation, a number of discrepancies were determined

to exist between the PWBA and experimental results by the

1970's. 78 ,92 ,94 In this section, each of these discrepancies

will be considered along with a physical justification of

the observed discrepancy. One discrepancy between theory and
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experiment occurred at low ion velocities where the PWBA

consistently overpredicted the ionization cross section. One

possible physical process that can account for this

discrepancy is Coulomb deflection of the incident ion.

Figure 2 shows an ion-atom system with and without the

inclusion of the Coulomb deflection effect. As an incident

ion moves at a slower velocity, it will undergo larger a

deflection due to the Coulomb field of the target atom.

Thus, at slow velocities the ion is prevented from close

interactions with the target electron as is seen in

Figure 2. Therefore, the probability that the incident ion

will ionize the electron is decreased. Since, the PWBA uses

plane waves instead of the proper Coulomb wave functions for

the incident ion, it doesn't take this effect into account.

Therefore, it tends to overpredict the data at low

velocities. Using a classical argument, Merzbacher2 7 states

that this Coulomb deflection effect can be neglected if

2d 2 U2 Mec2

= Zi ZnE _II.45)

where 2d is the distance of closest approach, a is the fine

structure constant, and n is the pricipal quantum number for

the Sth shell. Partial wave analysis had previously been

applied by Henneberg to consider this nuclear scattering

effect. 95 Henneberg states that nuclear scattering can be
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of an ion being deflected by the

Coulomb field of the target atom's nucleus.
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neglected if the relevant phase shifts of the partial waves

are reasonably independent of the angular momentum and

energy of the incident ion. This condition is assured when

the Bohr approximation condition holds.

A second possible cause for the discrepancy between

experiment and the PWBA at low ion velocities is the

increased binding of the target electron. In Figure 3, the

incident ion has penetrated inside the electron's shell.

Thus, the target electron experiences increased binding due

to an increased effective nuclear charge. Since, the target

electron is more tightly bound to the atom, it is more

difficult to ionize. At high energies, the energy transfered

to the electron in distant collisions is sufficient to

ionize it. But, for low incident ion energies, the electron

can only be ionized by near collisions. Thus, the effect of

increased binding is greater for low energy collisions where

the ion will be inside the electron's shell in a greater

precentage of the collisions that could produce ionization.

Since the PWBA uses unperturbed hydrogenic wave funcions to

represent the target electrons, it fails to take this effect

into account. Finaly, Rice et al.91 state that it is

possible to experimentally isolate the increased binding

effect from the Coulomb deflection effect by measuring

ionization cross sections for different ions with the same

atomic number to atomic mass ratio, Z1/M. Also, Rice et

al.91 state that it is possible to experimentally isolate
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of a target electron experiencing

increased binding due the presence of the incident

ion inside the electron's shell.
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the Coulomb deflection effect by measuring ionization cross

sections for different ions with the same atomic number, Z1.

Further, the PWBA was found to incorrectly predict

experimental results at high ion velocities where the

experimental data have a Z1
3 dependence. This dependence can

be accounted for by a polarization effect. Merzbacher

treated the polarization effect by a quantum mechanical

approach of in which the bound atomic electron is treated as

an isotropic oscillator. A multipole expansion in terms of

powers of the projectile-target distance considering only

distant collisions, ie. those with large impact parameters.

In the multipole expansion, the Z1
2 dipole term to the

ionization cross section is the PWBA while the Z13

quadrupole term is the polarization term. Because the PWBA

uses unperturbed wave functions for the target electrons, it

fails to account for the polarization effect. Thus,

unperturbed wave functions are only valid for the target

electron if the electron orbits are only mildly polarized.

Merzbacher 27 states that polarization will be negligible if

the charge on the incident particle is small compared to the

charge on the target nucleus and not much greater in

absolute value than the charge on the electron. These

conditions may be written as

(11.46)
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Since at high velocities the ion appears unshielded, it's

charge is approximately Z1. Therefore, Equation (11.46)

becomes

IeIZ1<<Z 2K (11.47)

Thus, we have the condition previously stated

Zi
... <<1.(11.48)
Z2K

Other physical phenomena have also not been considered

in the PWBA formalism. First, for high Z2 target atoms, the

inner-shell electrons are moving at relativistic speeds.

Thus, relativistic wave functions should be used to

represent the electrons. This greatly increases the

difficulty of the calculations. Therefore, although

relativistic wave functions have been used in some

calculations, most theories attempt to use non-relativistic

calculations along with a relativistic scaling factor.

Since inner-shell ionization is energy dependent, it is

necessary to know the ion's energy as it travels through the

interaction region. Thus, it is necessary to account for the

ion's loss of energy as it passes through the interaction

region. Finally, the PWBA only considers the process of

direct ionization. Thus, the PWBA gives ionization cross

sections that are independent of the charge state of the
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incident ion. However, experimental results have shown that

the ionization cross sections can depend on charge state due

to electron capture. 97

Modifications to the PWBA

To account for the discrepancies between the PWBA and

experiment, a number of modifications have been added to the

PWBA. To account for Coulomb deflection effect, the PWBA has

incorporated the Coulomb deflection procedure of the SCA.96

The PWBA modified to include this is given as

a oulomb=9E 1Q(7rdq)aK , (11.49)

where the variables are defined below.

(i) d is the half distance of closest approach in a head-on

collision,

d-ZlZ2Ke
2

d=2 (11.50)
Mv2

(ii) qj' is the optimum penetration distance for K-shell

ionization as defined by Bang and Hansteen,96

1 -=Iv 1 (

qo 1o2K
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(iii) E10 is the 10th order integral given below,

E10(x) =ftlOe-xtdt (II.52)

The variable x in Equation (11.52) for the Coulomb

deflection case is obtained from the definitions of the

other variables as

x=7rdqo=()wZ 1 (2)O- 2 77K

K

(11.53)

The integral in Equation (11.52) can be approximated as

e-x
E10(x) = tuloe-xtdt= .e+xJ1 (9 +X)

(11.54)

Thus, the Coulomb deflection term is given by

CS =9 E1 (7rdqo) =[ ( 9ed-q) dq*]
(9+7rd qo)

(II.55)

The reduced binding parameter, 0K, is modified by a

correction term, E, as discussed by Brandt et al. 92,98-99

OK E+6KK , (II.56)
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where

2 Z=1+(2 )g(EK). (11.56)
OK Z2K

The function g(EK) can be approximated to better than 1% by

using the expression92

1+(+7.14 E2+4.27 E 3+0.947 4

g(EK) = l+5EKKKK7 . (11.58)
(l+EK)'

Furthermore, g(EK) can be approximated in its asymptotic

limits by

g(EK) =0.95(~ , (11.59)

when >> 1 and for ( ~ 0 by g( K) = 1. Also, Brandt notes

that the influence of the increased binding through its

correction to the reduced binding parameter is significant

for small K (K << 1) because K ~(EKOK)~9 in this region.

Perturbed Stationary States (PSS) and The ECPSSR Theory

Perturbed Stationary States (PSS) theory 100 has been

used to account for polarization effects with the results

represented in terms of the PWBA. In the PSS theory, the

polarization and increased binding effects can be
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represented by modifing the reduced binding parameter as

shown by Basbas et al.78 as

OK (EKCK)0K I (11660)

where

2Z1
K ( K ICK) )K , [+ ( 2 ,{g (t , CK) -h ( t , CK) }()K. I . 1

UKZ2K

The function g(tK,cK) represents the increased binding

effect and is represented by

g( c)= -K(3 8 - (fo-fle 2x+f2e 2 y)
K (37r+42)

(11.62)

The functions and variables used in Equation (11.62) are

defined by the following equations:

6 K+ 7 [1+2 K/ (1+ K)]
f 3 7+ 8 8 _ 3 2

4 16 - 8 (l+ K)4

I 8 K+6 3 +4

4 ('+E 3 ('+EK)2

11 3w 7r7rx3  7r 2 3 7
f1 +16 + 43+3(1+7)x2+(7+ 8)x

(11.63)

(II.64)
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and

2 + (2+EK) (1+2y) +4y 3 +6(1+y)y+3

++ (+CK) 2  ('+y)5

- [ + ( 3+ 3 7 ) + 3 2,,I(11.65)
16 4 16 4

+ 7rKX4+ + K 3 -(1+2y+2y 2 )
4 (1+ K) 2 (1+EK) 3

where x a cK/ZK, y =CK + x, and c is a constant on the

order of unity. The function h(K, cK) represents the

polarization effect and is given by

h(K, cK) = 2I(cK/(K) (11.66)
KK

where the fuction I(cK/EK) can be interpolated numerically

to within 1% by using the following for the range,

o < cK/K 5 0.035,

I (p) =37r[ln(-1],(II.67)
4 p 2

and for 0.035 < cK/E 5 3.1 by
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(p) = 1 1/2 e-2p3/2I )= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . (11.68)

0.031+0.210p11 2+0.005p-0.069p 3/2+0.324p2

For cK/ K > 3.1, 1(p) is less than 7x10 4 and can be

neglected.

The latest developement of the PSS theory is the ECPSSR

theory. 10 1 05 The ECPSSR theory takes into account increased

binding, polarization, and relativistic corrections for the

target electrons as well as the Coulomb deflection and

energy loss of the projectile. The ECPSSR also accounts for

the electron capture process by using an OBKN procedure that

is discussed later in this chapter. The relativistic

correction to the ECPSSR is made by replacing EK by the

following
34,42

(g-+( R ( ) ,(II.69)

where mKR is a local relativistic electron mass related to

the maximum energy transfered from the projectile to the

target electron. This local mass for the K-shell is given by

the equation;

+ l+1.lY2  (11.70)
MKKZK + +1- K'

where
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(0. 4) Z 2
Y = 2 K (11.71)

(137)2 E,

The reduced particle-velocity parameter is given with the

relativistic correction as

1R= m RK- (11.72)

The local relativistic electron mass corrections for L-Shell

electrons can be found elsewhere.34 Now, the PSS theory

containing these corrections can be written in the formalism

of the PWBA with modified dimensionless parameters as

aPSS = PWBA (11.73)UK = K /K'/ K (K(K)

During the inner-shell ionization process, the incident

ion losses kinetic energy. In fact, this energy loss process

is the origin of electron energy loss in atomic stopping

power work. In the PWBA, an integration over all possible

momentum transfers, Equation (11.25), is required in order

to eventually obtain the ionization cross section. In

performing this integration, it was assumed that q. -=oo. In

all cases, the maximum momentum transfer, %., is given by

the vector sum of the momenta of the initial, k,, and final,

k,, states,
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cm=ki + kf . (11.74)

For fast collisions, the approximation for cm does not

greatly affect the value of this integration. But, for slow

collisions, this approximation causes an appreciable

increase in the value of the integral.4 The energy loss of

the incident ion is accounted for by a correction

factor, 104,106

f (z) = (vz-l) (1+z)"+(vz+l) (1-z)v (11.75)
2v(v -1)

where

z = _ 2S M1  (11.76)
MEl

and v = 21 + 9 where 1 is the angular momentum of S's

subshell. Therefore, for K-shell ionization, the correction

factor is given by

fK(z) - (9z-1) (1+z)9 +(9z+l) (1-z) 9  (11.77)
4096

When the Coulomb deflection term was calculated for the

PWBA, no account was made for the ion's energy loss during
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ionization. Since the ion is moving at lower energy, its

effective distance of closest approach will increase. The

Coulomb deflection term can therefore modified by replacing

dq. by the following4 2

dq= 2dc*K , K (11.78)
z (l-+z)

Thus, the ECPSSR theory for DI in final form can be written

in terms of the PWBA as

a ECPSSR KKK+ ) KAK (KdKRK (11.79)

Electron Capture and OBKN Theory

Experimental results97 have shown that the ionization

cross section may depend on the charge state of the incident

ion in the region where vi/ve ~ 1. Since DI doesn't depend

on the charge state of the ion, this effect must be due to a

competing ionization process. This process is called

electron capture, EC, and is shown in Figure 4. When the ion

velocity approximately matches the target electron velocity,

it is possible for the target electron to be captured to a

bound state of the ion, with high probability, if a vacancy

in the ion exists. The probability that such a transfer

occurs depends on the number of vacancies in the ion and the

energy levels involved. Many theoretical attempts have been
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram showing inner-shell ionization by

both direct ionization (DI) and electron capture

(EC) processes.
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applied to calculate EC. 107 These include the two-state, two-

center atomic expansion method and the Eikonal Approximation

method. 108 -1 09 A semiclassical version of the first Born

approximation for electron capture has also been attempted.

This theory can be derived from the two-state, two-center

atomic expansion method and is called the OBKN. 107

Oppenheimer was the first to study electron capture as a

three body problem.82 Then in 1930, Brinkman and Kramers

applied a first Born approximation to Oppenheimer's work to

obtain electron capture cross sections.82 Thus, the method

used by Brinkman and Kramers is called the OBK method after

its founders. In Figure 5, electron capture is shown as a

three body problem. Electron capture can thus be treated as

a rearrangement process

Al + (A 2 + e-) - (A, + e) + A2  (11.80)

where projectile nucleus A,, of mass M1, captures an

electron of mass m from the target nucleus A2 . The time

independent Schrodinger equation for this system prior to

the collision is given as:

(2 (II.2T2

where the reduced mass variables, A and M, are given by;
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Fig. 5 Schematic of the three body model for electron

capture.
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meM2  (11*82)
Me +M2

and

M N1 (Me+M2) (11.83)
me+M1 +M2

In Figure 5, the nucleus that is binding the electron is

taken to be the center-of-mass for the electron and the

nucleus. The error due to this approximation is negligable

compared to other approximations involved in the procedure.

The Coulomb attraction potential between the ith nucleus

where i = 1,2 and the electron is given by;

V(ri) = Ze2  (II.84)
Sri|

Also, the repulsive Coulomb interaction between the two

nuclei is given by

U(R) = Z1 Z2 e
2  (1I.85)

I RT|
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After the incident ion captures the electron, the indices 1

and 2 in the Schrodinger equation are reversed and the

equation becomes:

V2 V2

2__(11h22)+V(r2)+V(r,)+U(R)]E.86)

The Schrodinger equation may now be written in terms of only

the center of mass variables, R and r, using the equations

R = R, + mer2 , = R2 + mer, (11.87)
Me+M2 Me+ M

and

r = r2 + M2 R= r + M .R (.88)
M1 +M2 M1+m2

The Schrodinger equation in center of mass system is then

given by the equation

-Th 2 V
[ ( ) + ( r ) +V(r) +U(R) ] E(=E$ , (11.89)

214 2me

where the new M is given by
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M M M .(11.90)
M 1 + R2

In the Brinkman and Kramers approach, the nucleus-nucleus

interaction term, U(R) , was neglected. Nikolaev83 states

that the Brinkman and Kramers results exaggerated the EC

capture cross sections by several hundred percent, but

predict the correct qualitative trends for electron capture.

In 1953, Jackson and Schiff11O modified the OBK to include

the nucleus-nucleus interaction term. Furthermore, Jackson

and Schiff have shown by perturbation theory that to first

order the nucleus-electron interaction potential can be

approximated by either V(rl) or V(r2 )- In 1967, Nikolaev

used nonrelativistic, screened hydrogenic wave functions and

observed electron binding energies for the OBKN

approximation. Nikolaev's results can be written in units of

a0
2 = 2.8 x 107 b as105

OBKN 2 97r ninf2 vf 5  0  '4 (li ) f(O)i
1sf vE v2i 1+(1- 65) (E) ) 3

for an electron transition from intial state i on the target

atom to a final bound state f on the incident ion. The

function if (0j) is given by the equation
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ifv 2i(1II.92)

V f+ q f(O1 )

where

V2 O V2

gi (0i)I= [V + 2 i if ,(11.93)
2 [v1

is approximately the minimum momentum transfer and vif and

V2, are the orbital electron velocities. The function D 4 [t]

can be approximated to better than 2% for t < 3 by the

equation

04 = 1(11.94)
1 + 0.3t

The total electron capture contributon to the ionization

cross section can now be obtained summing over all possible

final states for which an ion vacancy exists using Equation

(11.91). Finally, it is important to note that although the

OBKN theory provides a convenient manner in which to

calculate the EC contribution to the ionization cross

section there are no collision systems at any velocity where

it correctly predicts EC. 107 Thus, Gray et al. 111- 1 3 have

suggested the use of various empirical scaling factors with
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the OBKN in order to accurately describe experimental data.

However, Lapicki et al. 102 have argued against the use of

these empirical scaling factors. They suggest that a new

theory developed in the OBKN formalism could accurately

explain the experimental data.

Electron Capture and the ECPSSR Theory

Lapicki et al. 101 -102 ,10' have used the OBKN approach as a

mathematical framework in order to account for electron

capture in the ECPSSR theory. As noted previously, the OBKN

theory has failed to accurately predict electron capture

cross sections. Thus, Lapicki et al. have modified the OBKN

to account for increased binding, Coulomb deflection, and

relativistic effects 102 ,105 The binding effect was included

for electron capture of a K-shell target electron to the f-

shell of the ion by using the factor:

BKC 52Z,
CKE (f ; CK=1.5) = 1 + Z gK K9K(Eg ; CK=1. 5) , (II.95)

Z2K K

where gK can be approximated to within 1 % by:

. _ 1+9( +31 2+98 (3+12E4+25E'+4 . 26+0 .515E7
gK( EgC-1 .5)=E. (11.96)

It is noted by Lapicki and McDaniel102 that the cutoff value

of CK=1.5 accounts for the fact that increased binding only
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occures for impact parameters that are less than the mean

radius of the electron in the K-shell. The Coulomb

deflection of the ion was taken into account using a Coulomb

deflection factor given by

C=e(11.97)

where

ZI1Z2

d= 2 ' (11.98)
Mv1

and M is given by Equation (11.90). These two corrections

are then used with the OBKN result as given in Equation

(11.91). For low velocity ions, the modified OBKN result is

given by the equation

<f= C- JO [OK(No) , .(11.99)

This result simplifies to the OBKN result of Equation

(11.91) if their are no increased binding (EKB - 1) or

Coulomb deflection effects (C - 1). For high velocity ions,

the new theory attempted to fit the data using

a aOBKN (II.100)Kf UKf [EKf ((0 K) I 0 K1
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where the 1/3 factor was supported by Eikonal calculations

of J. Eichler et al.114 and by calculations of J.F. Reading

et al. 115 Lapicki and McDaniel also note that the two

formulas may be connected through the use of the following

formula:

< OBKN

C = .KfUKf (II.101)
OBKN <

UKf + 2 aKf

Thus, Equation (II.101) will reduce to Equation (11.99) in

the low velocity region (v << v2K)as;

COBKN>or<(1 02
UKf ~Kf (112

Furthermore, Equation (II.101) will reduce to Equation

(II.100) in the high velocity region (v1 >> v2K) as

G< -+aKN as eB-+1 and C-+1. (11-103)

Additionally, Lapicki and McDaniel note that Equation

(II.101) has no physical justification in the intermediate

velocity region other than the fact that it fits the

existing experimental data (as of 1980) to within

experimental error. Furthermore, Lapicki and McDaniel102 have

shown that relativistic effects can be taken into account by

a procedure analogous to that used previously for DI. The
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ECPSSR formalism for electron capture including relativistic

corrections is therefore given by the formula

rECPSSR =a R (11.104)
iPRf aKf(Kf(EKo)i(OK) I

where

Kf(OK)) =Kf((K) m[(()K) . (II.105)

The relativistic mass correction for the target electron

used in Equation (11.105) was defined previously for the K-

shell in Equation (11.70). Finally, Lapicki and McDaniel102

have noted that in the case of a fully stripped ion the

total contribution to electron capture from the K-shell of

the target electron can be found approximately by

a= a KK-+ 6KL + 2 KM . (11.106)
If

Thus, using a modified OBKN approach, Lapicki et

al. 101-102 ,105 have developed a theory that more accurately

predicted the experimental data without the need for a

multitude of empirical scaling factors. However, it is still

essential that more experimental EC measurements, such as

those described in this work, be performed in order to

further improve upon these electron capture calculations.
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Molecular Orbital Theory

At low incident ion velocities, the ionization cross

section increases due to Pauli excitation processes. The

Molecular Orbital Theory (MO) is a theoretical attempt to

calculate the ionization production cross section due to

these processes. Since the MO calculations are not used in

this work, it will not be described here. The interested

reader is advised to read the reference works of Kessel and

Fastrup 20 and Fou 116 in addition to references cited

previously.



CHAPTER III

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE YIELD

An atom excited in an ion-atom collision may de-excite

primarily through either x-ray emission or Auger electron

emission. These two processes are shown schematically in

Figure 6. For the x-ray emission process, an inner-shell

vacancy in an excited atom is filled by an outer-shell

electron with the excess energy given off by the emission of

a characteristic x-ray. In the Auger process, an inner-shell

vacancy is also filled by an outer-shell electron, but the

excess energy is transferred to an outer-shell electron

which is ejected. The probability that an inner-shell

vacancy is filled through x-ray emission is called the x-ray

fluorescence yield. Thus, the x-ray fluorescence yield, w,

is given by the formula

N NX
= -= ,(III.1)

NV N + NA

where Nx, Nv, and NA are the number of x-rays emitted, the

number of inner-shell vacancies, and the number of Auger

electrons emitted, respectfully.

As stated previously, experimentally measured x-ray

production cross sections are related to theoretically

61
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Fig. 6 Schematic diagram showing the de-excitation of an

excited atom by both x-ray and Auger processes.
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calculated ionization cross sections by the x-ray

fluorescence yield.

a = war . (111.2)

Thus, a knowledge of the fluorescence yield is essential to

an accurate comparison between experiment and theory.

Multiple Ionization

During a heavy ion-atom collision, multiple vacancies

are created in the target atom due to the violent nature of

the heavy ion-atom collision. The removal of these

additional outer-shell electrons is called multiple

ionization and affects the x-ray process in two ways. First,

the probability that the atom will de-excite by Auger

processes decreases as more outer-shell electrons are

removed during the ion-atom collision. Consequently, the x-

ray fluorescence yield will correspondingly increase.

Furthermore, because the removal of the outer-shell

electrons changes the binding of the target electrons, the

x-ray emitted during the de-excitation process will be

shifted toward a higher energy. A considerable amount of

work has involved the experimental investigations of ion-

induced x-ray satellite lines, x-ray sub peaks, and multiple

ionization dynamics. 117-130

In heavy-ion, inner-shell x-ray production cross

section experiments, the distribution of the sub-peaks must
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be found if the proper fluorescence yield for the experiment

is to be determined. With a high resolution x-ray crystal

spectrometer, the average fluorescence yield can be

determined from the relative intensity and fluorescence

yield of the sub-peaks 129 -131

WAv
In) (111.3)

n fn

where wn and In are the fluorescence yield and relative

intensity for the KLn vacancy configuration with a given

number n of L-shell vacancies. Theoretical models and

semiempirical scaling laws have been developed to describe

KLn multiple ionization. 119 ,125 ,127 -128 Sulik'1 7 notes that these

models give acceptable agreement for light projectiles.

Unfortunately, the resolution of Si(Li) detectors is

insufficient to resolve the individual sub peaks

corresponding to transitions for each KLn vacancy. Thus, the

fluorescent yield can not be directly measured. When

multiple ionization is present, the x-ray peak will be

shifted and skewed to higher energy relative to a spectra

obtained without multiple ionization. Consequently,

theoretical attempts to predict the x-ray fluorescent yield

from x-ray peak shifts and peak broadening has been

attempted. 132
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Larkins Fitting Procedure

Larkins13 2 has described a procedure in which the

various KLn vacancy configurations are related by a binomial

distribution. In the Larkins procedure, the probability that

a given vacancy will occur in the KLn vacancy configuration

is given by:

P -[ N !n r n] (N-n) (IIIA 4)= (N -n) ! n! ]PLLlPL

where N is maximum number of possible outer-shell vacancies,

n is the number of vacancies, and PL is the probability

fitting parameter. The probability that an x-ray is emitted

for a KLn vacancy configuration is given by

PX = Py K(n).(III.5)

Thus, by finding the fitting parameter PL, the average

number of L-shell vacancies can be determined. Consequently,

the x-ray fluorescence yield for the system is then

determined using the calculations of Chen et al.133

Thus, the determination of the x-ray fluorescent yield

can be obtained by fitting the x-ray spectra in order to

find the value for the fitting parameter PL* The

probability, that an x-ray emitted with an energy En

corresponding to channel xn in a spectra, will appear in

channel x depends on the Gaussian response function of the
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detector system and on the efficiency of the detector at the

x-ray energy En.

(x-x)8 )(111.6)

Pn (x) = e (20 e (xn).

The response function is determined experimentally by using

a low energy proton beam or photons to excite the target

foil. For, low energy protons, there is only minimal

multiple ionization. Thus, the detector response parameter,

a, can be found by the following

= 2 (111.7)

where AW is the peak's full width at half maximum for

protons. Thus, the form of the fitting function gives the

number of x-rays occurring in the ith channel of the

analyzer as

(x)-x

6 (xn) WOK(n) e (20)2
EN- = P

n=O e(XO) K( 0 ) 2cv7

where the ratio of the fluorescence yields is given by Chen

as:
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WK(n) .N

WK( 0 ) N-n

The fitting parameter can now be found by varying the

fitting parameter, PL, and calculating a theoretical

spectrum using Equation (111.8) normalized to the total

counts in the experimental x-ray spectra. The optimal value

of PL can then be found by using a least squares technique.

The source code for a computer program that perform Larkins

fitting procedure is given in Appendix B.

Target Effects

X-ray fluorescence yields have also been found to

depend on the target that was used during the

experiment. 127 ,129 ,134 -135 In solid targets, the x-ray production

cross section has been shown to be influenced by the target

atom's environment, or chemical effects. 134 -135 This is

because electrons from neighboring atoms may fill outer-

shell vacancies in the target atom in a time comparable to

the time that it takes the target atom to de-excite. This

filling of vacancies will change the KL" vacancy

distribution and hence the average x-ray fluorescence yield.

Furthermore, the x-ray fluorescence yield for solid targets

have been found to be independent of the charge on the

incident ion while the fluorescence yields for single
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collision gas targets is charge state dependent. 127 ,129 These

two effects are sometimes called the "solid-target

effect." 136 After accounting for the different fluorescence

yields, the ionization cross section is found to be the same

for solid and gas targets. 129 The charge state dependence of

the fluorescence yield is important in experiments where the

electron capture contribution to the ionization cross

section is inferred from the charge state dependence of the

data as described in Chapter V. In this type of measurement

the K-shell electron capture ionization cross section for

two K-shell vacancies is related to the difference in the x-

ray cross section by:

SEC(s-K) - xf(q=Z 1) axa(q =Z 1-3) (111.10)
WK(ZO) WK (Z1 -3)

where (aK(x) is the fluorescence yield for the taget ionized

by an incident ion of charge state q=x. If the x-ray

fluorescence yield is independent of the charge of the

incident ion, then the electron capture contribution may be

inferred from the difference in the x-ray production cross

section in a straight forward manner using the Equations

given in Chapter V.

Consequently, in order to adequately relate the

experimental x-ray production cross sections to theoretical

ionization cross sections, the x-ray fluorescence yield must
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be determined. Since the determination of the x-ray

fluorescence yield is difficult due to multiple ionization,

chemical effects, etc.., it is difficult to accurately

compare theoretical predictions to experimental results. The

ECPSSR theory used in this work converts the ionization

cross sections to x-ray production cross sections using

single hole fluorescence yields of Krause.137 Therefore, no

multiple ionization or chemical effects have been accounted

for in this work. For a more detailed treatment of

fluorescence yields, the reader is referred to the review

article by Bambynek et al. .138



CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Fluorine x-ray production cross sections have been

measured for 7 Li, 10B, 12C, 14N, and 160 ions of different

charge states on ultra-thin, ultra-clean YF3 solid targets.

In all measurements, the X-ray cross section was determined

by measuring the x-ray yield per scattered incident ion.

Furthermore, by the use of special, clean, ultrathin foils

approximating single-collision conditions, the electron

capture contributions have been inferred from the charge

state dependence of the data. The importance of

bremsstrahlung and multiple ionization effects in measuring

light target systems has also been considered.

The x-ray production cross section measurements have

been made using the 3 MV tandem accelerator at the

University of North Texas (UNT) Ion Beam Modification and

Analysis Laboratory (IBMAL) .139-140 The ultra-clean target

foils were also produced at IBMAL in the sample preparation

room.

Experimental Setup

Ion beams of 7Li 1 ,+2,+3, 10B+1',+2,+3,+4,+5, 12C+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6,

14N+1',+3, and 160+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6,+7,+8 were produced using the

National Electrostatic Corporation 3 MV tandem accelerator

71
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combined with post stripping of the accelerated ion beam as

seen in Figure 7. A commercial cesium sputter-type ion

source, SNICS (Source of Negative Ions by Cesium

Sputtering) , was used to provide 7Li, 10B, 2C~, and 16- ion

beams for injection into the tandem accelerator. The

nitrogen ion beam was formed by injecting a CN~ ion beam of

mass 26, supplied by the SNICS, and using the dissociated

nitrogen beam. The secondary negative ions from the SNICS

source were momentum/charge analyzed by a high resolution

90* magnetic spectrometer with a mass resolution of M/dM ~

500 before being injected into the accelerator. The 3 MV

tandem accelerator comes equipped with both gas and foil

stripping in the high voltage terminal, but only the gas

stripper was used in the work reported here. The energy of

an ion of mass, M, exiting the tandem accelerator with

charge, Qacc, is given by

E = (.) [Vt+Vini] +VtQac r (IV-1)
MO

where E is the energy of the exiting ion in MeV, M is the

mass of the injected ion, and Vt and V are the terminal

and injector voltages of the accelerator in units of MV. By

rearranging Equation (IV.1), the terminal potential needed

to produce an ion beam of energy E can be calculated by
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Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used

for ion-atom collision research.
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E -( M)Vnj

Vt-(IV* 2)

Qacc + ( )

Both Equation (IV.l) and Equation (IV.2) are written in the

general form that accounts for dissociation of an injected

molecular beam. In Figure 8, an injected molecule of mass MO

is dissociated into it's two atomic components of mass M

and M2 . The energy that will be carried from the process by

the atom of mass M can be determined from conservation of

momentum considerations. Thus, before dissociation, the

momentum of the molecule is given by

MV =(M1+M 2)V=M1V+M2V, (IV.3)

while after the stripping process, the momentum equation

becomes

MV=M1V1+M 2V2 - (IV.4)

Thus, by comparing Equation (IV.4) to Equation (IV.3), the

velocity of both atomic components are given by

v 1 =V2 =V- (IV.05)
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Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of the dissociation of a molecule

inside the tandem accelerator's high voltage

terminal.
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Therefore, the energy of the ith component can now be found

as

MjV2_ M V2 _M- MV2  M-(
() ()(IV.6)

1 2 2 M 2 M

Thus, the first term in Equation (IV.1) can be understood

from Equation (IV.6). The 3 MV tandem accelerator was run in

Generating Voltmeter (GVM) mode for all measurements

reported in this work. In the GVM mode, the high voltage on

the terminal is set to match the voltage read by a

generating voltmeter. The accelerator was calibrated using

several nuclear resonance reactions whose energies are well

known. Furthermore, the 3 MV tandem had a terminal voltage

stability of approximately 200 volts. Thus, the energy of

the exiting ion beam could be accurately chosen by

controlling the voltage on the accelerator's high voltage

terminal.

The ion beam exiting the accelerator is composed of a

distribution of charge states according to the equilibrium

stripping conditions of the gas stripper in the high voltage

terminal. In order to obtain the higher charge states, the

exiting ion beam was post stripped using 15 gg/cm2 carbon

stripping foils in a specially designed stripping chamber.

The stripping chamber that is shown in Figure 9 could hold

16 stripping foils. This ensured that the need to break
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Fig. 9 Drawing of the post-acceleration stripping chamber

that was designed and constructed at UNT.
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vacuum to replace foils was kept to a minimum. The stripping

processes are discussed elsewhere in this manuscript.

Because the accelerated ion beam is composed of different

charges states, the beam is also composed of a distribution

of different energy ions as seen from Equation (IV.1). Thus,

magnetic momentum/charge state analysis, of the accelerated

ion beam, was performed in order to select ions of the

correct energy and charge state for transmission into an

ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) beamline with a baseline pressure < 5

x 10-8 torr. Furthermore, the beamline and target chamber

were constructed of 304 stainless steel and were pumped by a

150 1/sec turbo pump and a 1100 1/sec cryopump respectfully.

The target chamber141 was configured with surface barrier

detectors at 450 and 1730 and two x-ray detectors both at

1350 with respect to the incident beam direction. The solid

angles for the particle detectors were measured using a

calibrated radioactive 241Am source to be 2.05 x 10-3 and 1.55

x 10~3 Sr, respectively. The x-ray detectors are described

elsewhere in this manuscript.

The target foils were held perpendicular to the

incident ion beam by an aluminum target holder with x-y-z

translational capability for alignment. Two apperatures were

located in front of the chamber, each 1 mm2 , in order to

define the scattering angles and to reduce unwanted

background x-rays. Further precautions to eliminate unwanted

background included shielding the target holder with a
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graphite shield and shielding the stainless steel target

frames with lucite. This practically eliminated all aluminum

x-rays except for those from the target foils. Also, the ion

beam exiting the target foil was collected by a precision

Faraday cup. Thus, by using charge collection, the number of

incident ions striking the target foils could be determined

if the charge state distribution of the beam exiting the

foil was known. A schematic diagram of the experimental

detection method and the electronic detector setup used in

this work are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. The X-ray

and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) spectra

were acquired using an IBM AT computer and an IBM 386

personal computer equipped with three Nucleus PCA Series II

multichannel analyzer cards and a TraconNorthern Analyzer.

The analyzers were gated using a precision current

integrator that was built in-house. Since their are errors

inherent in charge collection and uncertainties in charge

state distribution information, all x-ray production cross

sections were determined by normalizing to Rutherford

differential scattering yields in order to reduce

experimental errors. Furthermore, x-ray cross sections

determined by using both particle detector agreed to within

4% for all ion beams at all energies. Also, the use of

special analysis software was used to minimize errors in

stripping the X-ray and the Rutherford forward scattering

spectra. Thus, these spectra were analyzed using the
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Fig. 10 Schematic of the basic concepts of the experimental

measurement procedure
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Fig. 11 Schematic of the detector electronics setup
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SKEWGAUSS program from Iowa State University as modified to

run on an IBM 386 personal computer.142 The results were

consistent for all modes of operation and analysis to

approximately 5%. Since the 1730 particle detector spectra

required less data analysis than did the 450 particle

detector spectra, all results presented in this work are for

the 173* detector. In addition, dead time corrections for

the RBS detectors were made using a standard method

employing a pulse generator of known frequency.143

The Si(Li) X-ray Detectors

The target chamber was equipped with two high quality Si(Li)

x-ray detectors. The first x-ray detector was a high

resolution Link Analytical windowless Si(Li) X-ray

detector144 with an area of 30 mm2 and a resolution of 135 eV

at 5.9 keV. Furthermore, the Link Si(Li) detector could be

operated in windowless, thin Al-formvar window, or Be window

mode. Although in the windowless mode, the Link detector is

capable of measuring x-rays from low Z targets down to

boron, unwanted x-rays from the carbon backing of the target

as well as from the incident ion complicate the data

analysis procedures. Therefore, all measurements made using

the Link x-ray detector were in the Be window mode in order

to attenuate these unwanted boron, carbon and oxygen x-rays.

The Link detector was used for 160 measurements and for

initial measurements using 7 Li, 10B, and 12C ions. However,
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because the Link detector was sensitive to microphonic noise

due to the vibration of the target chamber cryopump, it

couldn't be directly attached to the chamber and had to be

positioned further away from the target. Consequently, the

efficiency of the Link detector was low due to its small

geometrical factor. Thus, in order to improve counting

rates, a second Si(Li) x-ray detector was placed at the

other 1350 port. This HNU X-ray145 Si(Li) x-ray detector

didn't suffer from vibrations and was capable of handling

larger count rates than the Link detector. The HNU Si(Li)

detector also had an area ~ 30 mm2 and had a resolution of

160 eV at 5.9 keV.

X-ray Detector Efficiency Calibration

The determination of the efficiency of the Link Si(Li)

detector was a four step process. The standard method for

calibrating x-ray detectors involves the use of calibrated

x-ray sources. Unfortunately, for x-ray energies < 3 kev,

the detector efficiency can't be determined using

radioactive sources due to two major reasons: 146

1. At very low energies, few calibrated x-ray sources

exist.

2. Self-absorption in the radioactive source itself cannot

be adequately determined.
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Lennard and Phillips have suggested a method for

determining the efficiency of a Si(Li) detector for x-ray

energies < 3 keV by using proton induced K-shell x-ray

emission for light Z targets.147 For light Z target elements

down to Al, the x-ray production cross sections are known to

be accurately predicted by the ECPSSR theory for 500 keV

protons. This method, which has been used previously at

North Texas, is detailed by Price148 and Gressett.106 For x-

ray energies 5 1 keV, the Lennard-Phillips method will not

work since the fluorescence yields are poorly known for

target elements in this region. Consequently, a new method

of calibrating a Si(Li) detector was developed in

collaboration with the electron scattering group at Texas

Christian University. This new method involves the use of

electron induced atomic-field bremsstrahlung (AFB) for thin

target foils. This method has been reported in detail by

Weathers et al,149 Yu et al,150 and McNeir et al.14 1 Thus, by

using a combination of all three calibration methods, the

Link Si(Li) detector in the windowless mode was calibrated

for x-ray energies 5 20 keV and 0.2 keV. The fluorine K x-

ray measured in this work has an energy of 0.667 keV.

The Link detector, which had already been calibrated in

the windowless mode, required calibration in the Be window

mode in order to perform the measurements presented in this

work. This required the determination of the Be window

attenuation coefficient for fluorine x-rays. Therefore, the
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Be window attenuation coefficient was obtained by requiring

agreement between fluorine x-ray production cross sections

for incident protons measured in both windowless and Be

modes. Consequently, several measurements using the both the

Be and windowless modes were made at different proton

energies in order to determine the Be window attenuation

coefficient and to check for consistency. The ratio of the

efficiency for the Si(Li) detector in the 12 gm Be window

mode to the efficiency in the windowless mode for fluorine

x-rays was 0.0151. This is in agreement with the value

calculated using previously published absorption

coefficients. 15 1

As mentioned previously, it was not possible to

directly connect the Link Si(Li) detector to the target

chamber due to its sensitivity to vibrations. Consequently,

a second Si(Li) detector made by HNU was connected to the

target chamber through a second 1350 port. Although, the HNU

detector had only a Be mode of operation and a slightly

worse resolution than did the Link detector, it could be

placed within 6 inches of the target. Thus, the HNU

detector's efficiency could be made larger than the Link

detector's by moving the detector close to the sample. This

was essential due to the low count rates for ultra-thin

targets being excited by incident ions at the lower ion

energies, El < 2.5 MeV. The HNU detector was calibrated by

simultaneously measuring the x-rays emitted by an Fe55
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source with the HNU detector and the Link detector in

windowless mode. This ratio was also checked by

simultaneously measuring the fluorine x-rays produced by

7Li' ions incident upon a 7 Ag/cm2 YF3 target foil. The

measurements agreed to within 1%. Furthermore, the HNU

detector's Be window thickness as supplied by the

manufacture was the same as that of the Link detector. Thus,

by assuming that they have approximately the same intrinsic

efficiency, the detector efficiency ratio between the HNU

and the Link detector in the Be window mode would equal the

ratio of their geometric factors. By finding the geometric

factors for each detector, the detector efficiency ratio was

determined and found to be within 2% of that found by the

use of the Fe55 source. Thus, through the methods described

in this section, the efficiency for each x-ray detector for

fluorine x-rays was found to be 2.54 x 10-8 for the Link

Si(Li) detector in Be mode and 5.24 x 107 for the HNU

detector. These efficiencies include both the intrinsic

efficiency of the x-ray detector and the solid angle factor.

Target Preparation

A major experimental difficulty for studies of this

type has been the preparation of very thin contaminant-free

target foils. 152 -153 Thus, extensive work has been done in

order to remove low Z impurities that interfere with these

measurements. Initially, commercially obtained carbon foils
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of 5 Ag/cm 2 thickness were chosen as backing material in

order to minimize bremsstrahlung background. In order to

increase the survival rate of these foils, the microscope

slides were coated with collodion, which mostly evaporates

when struck by the beam. Unfortunately, such carbon foils

are contaminated by the parting agent used to help separate

the carbon from the glass slides. Thus a cleaning procedure

to reduce these impurity elements was undertaken. First, the

foils were floated onto a 5% acetic acid solution, and

placed into an ultrasonic bath for 4 minutes. The foils were

then transferred to a fresh solution using a clean glass

slide, and the ultrasonic bath treatment was repeated twice

more. Finally, the foil was transferred to a deionized water

solution before picking the foil up on a target frame. The

carbon foils were then placed again in the evaporator and

sputter cleaned for 1 minute in a 40 milliTorr argon

atmosphere. The finished carbon foils were then checked for

low Z impurities by using particle induced x-ray emission

(PIXE) and RBS with the cleanest of the foils then being

used as target backings. Finally, yttrium fluoride was

evaporated onto the carbon foil to produce target foils as

thin as 1-2 gg/cm2 . This procedure greatly reduced the

concentrations of various impurity elements although small

quantities of Na, Mg, Al, P, Si, etc.. still existed on the

foil. These foils were found to be sufficiently clean to

measure the larger fluorine x-ray cross sections for 160
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ions and for the other ions at high energies. When the

fluorine x-ray cross section dropped off at lower energies,

the uncertainties in extracting x-ray peaks was too great to

allow for precise measurement of K-K charge transfer.

Therefore, in order to further remove low Z impurities

especially Na, special carbon foils were produced in-house.

A microscope slide was dipped into a 0.5% solution of

dodecyl sulfate lithium salt in methanal. The slide was then

air dried to remove the methanal and wiped with a tissue to

remove any visible debris. The slide was then placed on a

holder frame 25 cm above the electrode inside an evaporator

at a pressure of 10-6 torr. A current of 80 - 100 Amps was

sent through a carbon spectroscopic electrode for 60 - 90

seconds. Thus, a carbon coat of approximately 10 gg/cm2 was

evaporated onto the microscope slide. The use of the lithium

soap as a parting agent greatly reduced the Na contaminant

on these foils. These foils were thus able to expose the

electron bremsstrahlung contribution to the fluorine peak

shift as a function of energy that is described elsewhere in

this manuscript. Furthermore, these foils demonstrate the

need to make carbon target backings < 2 pg/cm2 in order to

remove the uncertainties in bremsstrahlung subtraction in

order that multiple fluorescence yield corrections can be

performed as described in chapter III.
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Charge State Stripping

When an ion passes through a gas or foil stripper, it

loses and gains electrons through promotion and capture

processes. Although the actual processes involved are still

subject to debate, it is known that an ion detected

downstream from a carbon stripping foil will reach an

equilibrium distribution of charge states for foil

thicknesses > 1 gg/cm2 . Since the actual distribution of

charge states is due to a detailed balancing between the

promotion, decaying and capturing processes, it depends on

several factors including: whether the stripper is a gas or

solid, the atomic number of the stripping material, the

particular incident ion, and the energy of the ion. Thus,

the charge state distribution is highly dependent on the

atoms involved in the stripping process. However, in

general, the equilibrium charge state distribution is higher

for foil strippers than for gas strippers and increases as

the incident ion's atomic number increases.

To aid the accelerator physicist in determining the

charge state distribution for an ion beam passing through a

stripping foil and due to the importance of understanding

the fundamental interaction of an ion passing through

matter, a large amount of experimental data has been

collected. 154 -157 Graphs of the equilibrium charge state

distributions for lithium, boron, carbon, nitrogen, and

oxygen ions passing through a carbon stripping foil obtained
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from Marion et al. 158 are shown in Figures 12-16. By using

the stripping graph for boron, Figure 13, it is possible to

calculate the charge state distribution of a boron ion beam

exiting the accelerator assuming equal transmission for all

exiting charge states. With the high voltage terminal at 2.5

MV, a 10B ion injected into the tandem accelerator will have

an energy of 2.5 MeV when it enters the stripping region.

Thus, the velocity of the incident ion can be calculated by

2 E, (IV. 7)
V1= -2Et 6.98x10 cm/sec

SM,

using MN = 10.013 amu = 1.663x10-26 kg. Consequently, from

Figure 13, the stripping distribution can now be obtained:

+2 : 17 % , +3 : 57 % , + 4 : 24 % , +5 : 2 %.

If 10 gA of 10B~ were injected into the tandem accelerator,

the following beam currents would be measured in the post

acceleration beamline cup assuming a 70 % transmission

efficiency for all charge states:

+2 : 1.19 particle AA = 2.38 MA,

+3 : 3.99 particle MA = 11.97 gA,

+4 : 1.68 particle AA = 6.72 MA, and

+5 : 0.14 particle MA = 0.70 MA,

Total Current = 7 particle MA = 21.77 MA,
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Fig. 12 Graph of the equilibrium charge-state fractions for

a 7Li ion beam passing through a carbon stripping

foil.
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Fig. 13 Graph of the equilibrium charge-state fractions for

a 10B ion beam passing through a carbon stripping

foil.
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Fig. 14 Graph of the equilibrium charge-state fractions for

a 12C ion beam passing through a carbon stripping

foil.
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Fig. 15 Graph of the equilibrium charge-state fractions for

a 14N ion beam passing through a carbon stripping

foil.
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Fig. 16 Graph of the equilibrium charge-state fractions for

a 160 ion beam passing through a carbon stripping

foil.
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where a particle gA is defined as the beam current divided

by the charge state of the beam. Therefore, the equilibrium

charge state for the exiting ion beam is given as

Qeq = 21.7 = 3.11 . (IV.8)
7

Thus, if a current integrator connected to the post

accelerator cup collected a total charge of QtotaL then the

number of incident 10B ions, N, could be determined by

N 1 = (Qtotat) 1 )(IV.9)
eq 1.l6 x10 19

Since the solid target foils are made using carbon backings

of a few gg/cm2 thickness, target foils can be considered to

be stripping foils. Thus, the number of incident ions

passing through a target foil may be determined using charge

collection and Equation (IV.9) if the equilibrium charge

state can be determined. Because uncertainties in this

method are usually > 10%, the x-ray cross section

measurements in this work used an alternative method that is

described in Chapter V.

Figure 13 demonstrates that the charge state

distribution is velocity dependent. Thus, in order to obtain

higher charge states, it is necessary to strip the ion at

its highest velocity. Thus, in order to obtain large beam
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currents of fully stripped ions on targets, a secondary

(post acceleration) stripper was placed after the

accelerator. Since the ion beam's energy is higher at the

post acceleration stripper than at the terminal stripper,

the ion beam is moving at a higher velocity and therefore

higher equilibrium charge states can be obtained.

Unfortunately, the calculation of the equilibrium charge

state of the ion beam passing through a post acceleration

stripping foil is more complicated than for a terminal

stripping foil, if the ion beam has not undergone charge

state analysis. This is because the incident beam is

composed of several charge states that have different

energies according to Equation (IV.1). Therefore, the

equilibrium charge state after the post acceleration

stripper is the sum of the products of the entering ion

beam's charge state components and their post stripping

equilibrium charge state distributions. For the previous

boron beam, the ion beam exiting the accelerator is composed

of the following ion beams:

+2 : 1.19 particle AA at 7.5 MeV,

+3 : 3.99 particle AA at 10.0 MeV,

+4 : 1.68 particle AA at 12.5 MeV, and

+5 : 0.14 particle AA at 15.0 MeV.

Thus, the problem of calculating the post acceleration

stripping equilibrium charge state is resolved into solving

for the equilibrium charge state for each of the four beam
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components independently and then performing a weighted sum

as follows:

+2 incident beam:

V 1 = l.209x10 9 cm/sec,

+3 : 12 % , +4 : 52 % , +5 : 36 %

+3 : 0.14 particle gA = 0.43 MA at 7.5 MeV,

+4 : 0.62 particle MA = 2.48 AA at 7.5 MeV,

+5 : 0.43 particle A = 2.14 MA at 7.5 MeV;

+3 incident beam:

V1 = 1.300x10 9 cm/sec,

+3 : 7 % , +4 : 47 % , +5 : 46 %

+3 : 0.28 particle gA = 0.84 MA at 10 MeV,

+4 : 1.92 particle gA = 7.50 AA at 10 MeV,

+5 : 1.84 particle AA = 9.18 MA at 10 MeV;

+4 incident beam: (extrapolating the graph)

Vi = 1.560x10 9 cm/sec,

+4 : 27 % , +5 : 73 %

+4 : 0.45 particle MA = 1.81 MA at 12.5 MeV,

+5 : 1.23 particle MA = 6.13 MA at 12.5 MeV;

+5 incident beam: (extrapolating the graph)

V 1 = l.709x109 cm/sec,

+4 : 16 % , +5 : 84 %

+4 : 0.022 particle MA = 0.09 MA at 12.5 MeV,

+5 : 0.118 particle AA = 0.59 MA at 12.5 MeV.
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Therefore, the total current = 7 particle gA = 31.19 gA and

the equilibrium charge state is given by

Qeq= 31.19 = 4.45 (IV.10)
7

Thus, the ion beam exiting the post stripper is now composed

of ten ion beams of different energy-charge states. However,

if the ion beam exiting the accelerator was charge state

analyzed before post stripping, then it is much easier to

calculate the equilibrium charge state. For example, if the

+3 ion beam had been selected by pre-stripping charge state

analysis, then the equilibrium charge state would have been

4.43. Furthermore, the beam exiting the post stripper would

be composed of only three ion beams all with the same energy

but with different charge. Because the ion beam exiting the

accelerator was not charge state analyzed prior to being

post stripped, the beam entering the magnetic momentum/

charge state analyzer was composed of many different charge

states and energies. For 160 and 14N ion beams, interferences

between beams of different charge states and energies could

not be resolved. Therefore, only a few selected data points

could be obtained for highly stripped 160 beams.

Furthermore, the 14N beams also had the additional problem

of interferences due to 12C beams that were produced during

the dissociation of the CN~ in the high voltage terminal

stripper. Consequently, no data was taken using highly
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stripped 14N ion beams. A new state of the art atomic

beamline that will remove these interferences has been

designed and is presently under construction at the IBMAL.

When an ion goes through a foil, it loses energy

through electronic and nuclear collisions. Consequently, an

ion beam will lose energy if it is post acceleration

stripped. Furthermore, as the x-ray cross section is

strongly energy dependent, the x-ray cross section is

measured for each charge state at the same beam energy in

order to infer electron capture results. Therefore, a method

had to be developed to account for the energy loss due to

the use of post acceleration stripping. Since Rutherford

scattering spectra were taken for all measurements, it was

easy to determine the necessary energy corrections. The high

voltage terminal was raised the amount that was needed to

make the centroid of Yttrium scattered peaks for each of the

post stripped beams coincide with those of the unstripped

ion beams. This energy correction was from 20 - 100 keV

depending on the ion, stripper foil thickness, and the ion

energy.



CHAPTER V

DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION

X-ray and scattered particle spectra were analyzed to

obtain their fluorine x-ray and yttrium scattered particle

yields, Yxf and RY,, by using PCA Series II and SkewGauss142

Software. The x-ray and scattered particle yields were then

converted to x-ray production cross sections using the

equations derived in this chapter.

X-Ray Production Cross Section Calculations

In Figure 9, an incident ion beam interacts with a YF3

target. The x-rays and scattered particles are detected and

the exiting ion beam is collected by a Faraday cup. The

number of fluorine x-rays that are emitted, Ye can be shown

from asymptotic considerations to be proportional to:

Ye o NNof (V.1)

where Nof is the number of fluorine atoms and N1 is the

number of incident ions. Thus, Equation (V.1) can be written

as an equality by adding a proportionality constant

Ye --Ucxf Nof N1 . (V.2)

111
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The proportionality constant in Equation (V.2) is the

fluorine x-ray production cross section since it has the

units of area. Therefore, the x-ray production cross section

can be calculated by the equation

a = e(V.3)
xf Nof N1 E f

However, the number of x-rays detected during an experiment

are always less than the number of x-rays emitted. The

detector has an efficiency, e, < 1 because of three factors:

First, the detector has an intrinsic efficiency of detecting

an x-ray that is less than one. Secondly, the efficiency of

the detector depends on the ratio of the detector's solid

angle to 4r. Finally, during an experiment, the x-ray

detector requires time to process an x-ray before a second

x-ray can counted. Thus, the x-ray detector is "dead" for

some amount of time during the experiment and the number of

x-rays detected will be less than those emitted. Therefore,

the number of x-rays emitted is related to the number of x-

rays detected by

yft
Ye= f X (V.4)f

where YXf is the number of x-rays detected assuming no

detector dead time, tX is a dead time correction scaling
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factor, and Ef is the x-ray detector's efficiency for

detecting a fluorine x-ray. Thus, the fluorine x-ray

production cross section can be measured experimentally by

~xf t
a = __f(V.5)

- N1 No if

Although this method has been used to measure x-ray

production cross sections, 159 it suffers from two

experimental difficulties. First, the number of fluorine

atoms, target thickness, must be determined. Secondly, the

number of incident ions must be determined. As discussed in

Chapter IV, the number of incident ions passing through the

target foil can be determined by integrating the charge

collected in a Faraday cup as long as the equilibrium charge

state of the ion beam entering the cup is known. Errors in

charge collection, equilibrium charge state determination,

and target thickness determination limit the usefulness of

Equation (V.5).

An alternative approach to determining the x-ray cross

section exists when the scattering of the incident ion by

the target atom is known to be Rutherford scattering. By

analogous reasoning to that used to determine the x-ray

cross section, the Rutherford differential scattering cross

section is found to be given by
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da Yr t-- r _ r (rdf2 N0 N1 AG (V'

where An is the solid angle of the particle detector, Yr is

the total Rutherford scattering yield, and tr is the

particle detector dead time correction factor. Thus, by

measuring the Rutherford scattering yield, N. and N1 can be

determined simultaneously using the equation

Yr tr
da ~ ')A (V.7)

(..--2) AcG
df1

where the Rutherford differential scattering cross section

can be calculated from theory160 by

dr Z =1.i296x1-3( Z1Z2)2  1 2(M)2]
dfl El r4 9 M(V.8)

El, M1, and Z, are the incident ion's energy, mass and atomic

number respectively. Also, 0 is the scattering angle and M2

and Z2 are the target atom's mass and atomic number. By

combining Equation (V.8) with Equation (V.5), the x-ray

cross section is given by
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Yxf tx An darf
Uxf = [XfX A. d (V.9)

Yrf tr Cxf dl(

This method is superior to the previous charge collection

method since the Rutherford scattering cross section is

known to better than 1% and Rutherford scattering yields can

be measured to a few %. However, the applicability of the

formula is limited to the range where the scattering is

known to be Rutherford scattering. Bozion et al1 61-162 have

determined a formula that predicts the energy where the

scattering cross section begins to deviate significantly (>

6%) from the Rutherford scattering cross section. The

formula given by Bozion is

E =a[c[1+sin~' (X/2)1

-2R lna[ c(V.10)
2

2 an (Z /A,) x

where EnR and p are the kinetic energy and scattering angle

in the CM frame, R=rA21 3 with r=1. 3 fm, ac=1. 414Z1 Z2 MeV-fm,

an=390 MeV-fm, and x=Zl/Z 2 . Thus, if the incident ion's

energy is considerably less than EnR, the use of the

theoretical Rutherford scattering cross section in Equation

(V.9) is justified.
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In the work presented in this manuscript, the x-ray

cross sections were normalized to Rutherford scattering of

the incident ion off yttrium rather than off fluorine. The

are three reasons for normalizing using the yttrium

scattered particles are:

1) Rutherford scattering cross section is higher for yttrium

than for fluorine target atoms by a factor of (39/9)2.

2) The peak due to an ion scattering of fluorine is not

easily resolved from the peak due to the ion scattering from

the carbon atoms in the target backing.

3) At higher beam energies, the scattering cross section for

fluorine may not be totally Rutherford.

It was assumed that the evaporation process used in making

the targets was not preferential. Thus, it was assumed that

there were three fluorine atoms for each yttrium atom on the

target. This assumption was verified by measuring proton

induced fluorine x-ray cross sections and comparing to

previously reported measurements.163 Also, target thickness

measurements were made using 7Li and 10B ions scattered off

both fluorine and yttrium for a range of thicker targets.

The thickness measurements agreed to within the experimental

uncertainties < 3% for all targets, 10 - 25 Ag/cm2, that

were measured. Thus, the fluorine x-ray production cross

section normalized to the yttrium Rutherford scattering ion

yield is given by
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Xf=[ YXf tX&I I ry(V.11)
3 Yry tr EX; d

In order to facilitate the calculations, a computer program

was written to automate x-ray cross section calculations.

The program was written in Turbo Pascal with user friendly

menus and mouse support. The source code for this program is

given in Appendix C.

Experimental Electron Capture Determinations

Electron capture contributions to the fluorine x-ray

cross sections were calculated using the charge state

dependence of the data. Electron capture to the nth-shell of

an incident ion can only occur if the ion has a vacancy in

that shell. Thus, for an incident ion of atomic number, Z1,

and charge, q,, where q, 5 Z1-3, no electron capture to the

ion's K-shell is possible. Thus, the x-ray production cross

section is due only to L-, M-, etc.. shell capture and

direct ionization. In this case the x-ray production cross

section is given as

a(q<Z1-2) = UD + aEC(L-,M-,...shells ) . (V.12)

However, for q=Z1 -3, a metastable state is possible in the

two electron ion, i.e. such that one electron is in a is

state and one electron is in a 2s state and electron capture
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to the K-shell of the ion can occur. Also, for an incident

ion with one or two vacancies in the K-shell, electron

capture to the K-shell of the incident ion can occur. Thus,

in these cases, the cross sections are given by

a (q=Z1 - 1) = aD 1 +aEC(1/2K-,L-,M-,...sheLLs ) , (V. 13)

and

u (q=Zl) = DI +,EC(K-,L-,M-,...sheLLs ) (V.14)

where 1/2 K and K represent the half and completely vacant

K-shell. To obtain the K-shell electron capture contribution

for one and two K-shell vacancies, it is necessary to

subtract the zero vacancy result, Equation (V.11), from the

one vacancy result, Equation (V.12), and the two vacancy

result, Equation (V.13). Thus, the K-shell electron capture

contribution to the x-ray production cross section can be

found by

CrEC(K-+1/2 K) =C q_ ,- )-a(q< Z,- 2) ,(V.15)

for the single K-shell vacancy case and by

a EC(KK) = (q=zl) -a(q<zl -2) ,(V.16)

for the two vacancy case.
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Bremsstrahlung

As mentioned previously in Chapter IV, the successful

completion of this project required the manufacturing of

ultra-clean, ultra-thin YF3 target foils. Specially prepared

carbon foils were used as target backings. When the major

contaminants on these foils were reduced, it became apparent

that another x-ray contaminant was present due to the

electron bremsstrahlung contribution. An x-ray spectra for a

10B1 4 ion beam on a blank carbon foil is shown in Figure 17.

The energy locations of the K-shell x-rays for several low

atomic number (Z) impurities are also shown in Figure 17.

Several impurity elements are still present on the foil

including Al, Si, S, Cl, etc.. These elements are the same

as found by Mehta 164 except for the addition of Ar that is

due to the use of Argon sputtering in cleaning the target.

However, the peak at ~ 1.0 keV is no longer primarily due to

Na. This peak has a wider width than do the characteristic

photopeaks of the other impurity elements. Furthermore, this

peak can be shown to follow an El 2 energy dependence. This

energy dependence can be demonstrated by comparing Figure 17

to Figure 18. Figure 18 shows an x-ray spectra that is four

times the x-ray spectra obtained for a 5 MeV 10B4 ion

incident on the same blank carbon foil. The photopeaks of

the impurity elements are seen to have a higher energy

dependence than El 2 while the peak at 1 keV due to electron

bremsstrahlung follows the familiar E, dependence. Thus,
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Fig. 17 X-ray spectra for 10 MeV 10B+4 ion beam on an ultra-

clean carbon foil. The broad peak at approximately 1

keV is predominantly due to electron bremsstrahlung

and not Na.
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Fig. 18 X-ray spectra for 5 MeV 10B+4 ion beam on an ultra-

clean carbon foil. This spectrum was acquired for

the same number of incident ions as the spectra in

Figure 17. The spectrum has been multiplied by four

to show that the peak at 1 keV follows the electron

bremsstrahlung energy dependence of El2 while the

contaminant photopeaks fall off at a faster rate.
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electron bremsstrahlung is a major contribution and a source

of error in these types of measurements. The electron

bremsstrahlung will not only enhance the fluorine photopeak

but will also shift and broaden the peak. Furthermore, this

shifting and broadening of the photopeak may be mistaken for

multiple fluorescence yield effects and additional errors

could be introduced. Thus, in an attempt to remove the

electron bremsstrahlung from the experiment, a subtraction

procedure was developed. The procedure called for the taking

of each x-ray spectra under identical conditions for both a

thin YF3 target and a blank carbon target backing of the

same thickness as the backing of the YF3 target. The carbon

spectra were then subtracted from the YF3 spectra in order

to remove the bremsstrahlung contribution. An unstripped

spectrum for a 10 MeV 10B+4 ion beam incident on an ultra-

thin YF3 target is shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows the

same spectra as Figure 19 after subtracting bremsstrahlung.

This procedure greatly reduced errors in the x-ray cross

sections measurements. However, the bremsstrahlung striping

procedure does not allow for multiple ionization corrections

to be made to the data since the final peak widths and peak

centroids are sensitive to the stripping procedure. Original

attempts to determine the multiple fluorescence yield

corrections using Larkin's procedure as described in

Chapter III gave results that were at odds with physical

reasoning. First, the fitting factor, PL, was much to large.
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Fig. 19 X-ray spectra for 10 MeV 10B+4 ion on an ultra-clean,

ultra-thin YF3 solid target. The fluorine x-ray peak

is observed to be broadened and shifted toward

higher energies. This phenomenon, originally

believed to be primarily due to multiple ionization,

was found to be predominantly due to electron

bremsstrahlung. The Na label is for reference

purposes as the peak is actually due to

bremsstrahlung.
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X-ray spectra shown in Figure 19 after

bremsstrahlung subtraction procedure. The fluorine

peak can be easily resolved after the subtraction.

Further, the fluorine peak is narrower than the peak

appeared in Figure 19. This demonstrates the

necessity of removing electron bremsstrahlung before

attempting to determine multiple ionization effects

from the spectra.

Fig. 20
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Secondly, the response function of the electronics had to be

changed for different ions in order to achieve decent fits.

These effects were explained by the shifting and broadening

of the peaks due to electron bremsstrahlung. Unfortunately,

the effect of electron bremsstrahlung on the fluorine peak

shape and location is many times greater than multiple

fluorescence yield effects. Thus, in order to make multiple

fluorescence yield corrections to the data, the electron

bremsstrahlung x-ray signal must be attenuated or

subtracted.

Furthermore, it was found that some Na still existed on

the foil in small quantities. This was determined by noting

the charge state dependence of the blank carbon foil spectra

for 10 MeV incident 12C ions. Since bremsstrahlung x-ray

spectra are independent of the charge state of the incident

projectile, the enhancement of the 1 keV peak must be due to

electron capture contributions to the Na peak beneath the

bremsstrahlung peak. Furthermore, it was found that only

when the ionization cross section of Na was approaching a

maximum could this effect be observed. Thus, the sodium

concentration is very small. The use of B, C, and other

heavy ions to detect impurity elements on carbon target

backings is extremely useful. The sensitivity for heavy ions

at energies of approximately 10 MeV is much greater than for

protons. Furthermore, by checking for electron capture

effects, it may be possible to detect if the background x-
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ray is coming from an impurity element on the target or from

the target chamber. Finally, improvements in reducing the

errors associated with this type of experiment are likely to

occur if the concentration of target foil impurities are

further reduced and if thinner carbon target backings can be

produced. Also, carbon target backings on the order of 1-2

pg/cm2 are required in order to allow for multiple

ionization corrections to be obtained. Thus, research in

argon sputtering of ultra-thin carbon target backings to

produce much thinner foils is presently underway at the

IBMAL.



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS

Fluorine x-ray production cross section results for

7Li+1',+2,+'3 incident ions are plotted versus the reduced

incident ion velocity, v1/v2K, in Figure 21. The experimental

measurements are in approximate agreement with the ECPSSR

theory for vI/v2K > 0.3. For values of v1/v2K < 0.3, the

ECPSSR is seen to overpredict the experimental data. These

results are in agreement with the known trend that the

ECPSSR over predicts for light ions, Z1 < 4, on light

targets atoms, Z2  13.163, 165 Also, the measurements are in

general agreement with the 6Li induced fluorine x-ray cross

section measurements of Lennard et al. 166 The measurements of

Lennard et al. indicated that the ECPSSR approximately

fitted the data down to v1/v2K ~ 0.1. However, in the work of

Lennard et al., the ECPSSR was modified to use the electron

capture estimate of Basbas et al.66 rather than the method

prescribed by Lapicki and McDaniel102 and the measurements

were relative measurements, normalized to cross sections

obtained using protons. The final absolute cross sections

were normalized using the value obtained by Benka and

Geretschlager167 for 400 keV protons on Ti, which was 21%

below the ECPSSR with 20% error bars. Thus, the slightly

lower value of v1/v2K for which Lennard et al. have found the

131
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Fig. 21 Fluorine x-ray cross sections for 7Li+1',+ 2 ,+3 ions as a

function of the reduced incident ion velocity,

v1/v2K0
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ECPSSR to still approximately fit the data may be due to

normalization. Furthermore, the use CaF2 targets by Lennard

and YF3 targets in this work may also cause some discrepancy

due to chemical effects on the x-ray fluorescence yields.

The present results for lithium on fluorine show the same

low velocity trend as the work of Yu et al. for 1H, He, and

7Li ions on low atomic number (Z 2) targets in which the

ECPSSR appears to overpredict the data at vl/v2K

0.3 150,168,169 In addition, the ECPSSR is also found to

overpredict L-shell x-ray cross sections for vl/v2K 5 0.35

for 1H, 4He, and 7Li ions on targets with L-shell x-ray

energies < 1.2 keV.141'170 ~171

The data in Figure 21 show no charge state dependence.

There are two possible explanations for this result. First,

the electron capture cross section for 7Li on fluorine may

be smaller than is predicted by the ECPSSR. Furthermore,

electron capture as predicted by the ECPSSR contributes only

approximately 20 to 40% of the total cross section for all

energies considered. Secondly, Betz 172 has noted that for

very light ions, e.g. Z, 3, the ions will equilibrate in

the stripping foils of thicknesses on the order of a few

tenths of a microgram/cm 2 . Thus, the incident 7 Li ion may

already be equilibrated for the ~ I 1g/cm 2 target foil that

was used in this experiment. This explanation would thus

seem to describe the apparent shift of the experimental data

from the ECPSSR q=+1 curve to the ECPSSR q=+2 curve for
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increasing values of vl/v2K. Finally, it should be noted that

the error bars for 7Li are smaller than for other incident

projectiles used in this study due to reduced electron

bremsstrahlung interference. Unfortunately, the charge state

effects for 7Li ions are also expected to be smaller.

Figure 22 and Figure 23 show fluorine x-ray cross

sections measurements for 'H and 2He'" ions plotted as a

function of vl/v2K. These results are in agreement with

previously published measurements147,173 as well as the work

of Yu et al. 150 ,168-169 This gives confidence to the technique

of using the yttrium Rutherford backscattering yields for

normalization and also the values used for the x-ray

detector's efficiency.

Fluorine x-ray production cross sections for 10B, 12 C,

14N, and 160 ions of incident ion charge states, q Z1-2, are

plotted versus reduced incident ion velocity, vl/v2K, in

Figures 24-27. For "0B and 160 ions, the trend of the

experimental data is similar to that which was seen for 1H,

4He and 7Li ions. The ECPSSR correctly predicts the x-ray

production cross sections for the data at higher reduced ion

velocities: v1/v 2K > 0.35 for 1 0B and vl/v2K 0.50 for 160

ions. For 12C and 14N ions, the ECPSSR theory overpredicts

the x-ray cross section at larger reduced ion velocities by

more than a factor of 2. Since such a deviation was

unexpected, steps were taken to ensure that the x-ray cross

sections were properly normalized. The possibility that non-
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Fig. 22 Fluorine x-ray cross section for protons as a

function of reduced incident ion velocity, v/V2K.
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Fig. 23 Fluorine x-ray cross section measurements for 4He+1',+2

ions. Only the ECPSSR curve for 4He+ is drawn since

it is graphically indistinguishable from the 4He+2

ECPSSR curve.
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Fig. 24 Fluorine x-ray cross section measurements for

10B+1,+2 ,+3 ions. The ECPSSR predicts negligible

L-shell capture. Thus, all ECPSSR curves for q < 5

are graphically identical. Therefore, the ECPSSR

curve for q=+3 is representative of the theory.
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Fig. 25 Fluorine x-ray cross section measurements for

2C+1 ,+2,+3 ions. The q=+3 ECPSSR curve is graphed to

represent the ECPSSR theory as the theory predicts

little L-shell capture.
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Fig. 26 Fluorine x-ray cross sections for 14N+1,+3 ions. The

ECPSSR curve for +3 is drawn to represent theory as

the ECPSSR predicts little L-shell capture.
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Fig. 27 Fluorine x-ray cross sections - theory and

experiment for 160+5 ions.
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Rutherford scattering was increasing the scattered particle

yield (and hence reducing the measured x-ray cross section -

see Equation (V.11)) was tested by calculating the x-ray

cross sections using the target thickness method as

described in Chapter V. Using the target thicknesses

obtained by measuring the fluorine x-ray cross section for

10B along with charge state distributions from Marion and

Young6 .18, x-ray cross sections for 12C and 14N ions was found

to deviate by < 15% from those determined using scattered

particle yields. A second possible explanation for the lower

cross sections was the possibility that the incident beam on

the target was either not 12C or 14N or that the beam was at

a different energy. Calculations were performed to calculate

the magnetic spectrometer settings for all 12C and 14N ion

beams for all charge states. This was done for both post-

stripped and unstripped beams at several different energies.

The magnetic spectrometer was then used to determine if the

actual ion beams matched with the theoretical expectations.

The agreement was excellent for all cases. Furthermore, by

looking at the energy of the Rutherford backscattered

particles, the charge state that was accelerated could be

determined for each beam. This agreed in all cases. Thus, it

is not possible to relate the low value of the data for 12C

and 14N ions to another known experimental cause other than

the fluorine x-ray cross section. Therefore, it seems that

the effect is genuine. Thus, for all ions except 12C and 14 N,
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the fluorine x-ray cross section increases with increasing

Zi as expected by the ECPSSR. The Z1 dependence of the x-ray

cross section over the range of 0.11 5 Z/Z2 5 0.89 is shown

in Figure 28. The fluorine x-ray cross sections for 1H, 4He,

7Li, 10B, and 160 ions measured in this work are shown in

Figure 28 along with previously measured fluorine x-ray

cross sections for 4He and 9Be ions. 169 ,17 4

The deviation of the experimental measurements from the

theoretical predictions of the ECPSSR can be seen clearly by

plotting the ration of the experimental measurements to the

values given by the ECPSSR. Consequently, in Figure 29 to

Figure 35, the ratio of experimental fluorine x-ray cross

sections to theoretical fluorine x-ray cross section,

obtained from the ECPSSR using single-hole fluorescence

yields, is plotted versus the reduced ion velocity, vl/v2K,

for 1H, 4He, 7Li 10B, 12C, 14N, and 160 incident ions. There is

a consistent trend in the results as a function of incident

ion atomic number, Z1. The ECPSSR correctly predicts the

experimental results for larger values of v/v2K with the

minimal value of v1/v2K required for agreement increasing

with increasing atomic number Z1. Furthermore, the ECPSSR

slightly overestimates the data at lower values of v/v2K for

the lighter incident ions, Z1 5 4. However, as the atomic

number of the incident ion, Z1, increases the ECPSSR

increasingly underestimates the data at the lower beam

energies. For these ions, a systematic trend is observed.
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Fig. 28 Fluorine x-ray cross sections due to direct

ionization for various incident ions.
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Fig. 29 Ratios of experimental x-ray cross section

measurements to ECPSSR theory for 1H+.
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Fig. 30 Ratios of experimental x-ray cross section

measurements to ECPSSR theory for 4He*' +.
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Fig. 31 Ratios of experimental x-ray cross section

measurements to ECPSSR theory for 7Li.
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Fig. 32 Ratios of experimental x-ray cross section

measurements to ECPSSR theory for 10B+1,+2,+30
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Fig. 33 Ratios of experimental x-ray cross section

measurements to ECPSSR theory for 12C+1,+2,+3.
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Fig. 34 Ratios of experimental x-ray cross section

measurements to ECPSSR theory for N+1,+ 3.
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Fig. 35 Ratios of experimental x-ray cross section

measurements to ECPSSR theory for 16()+5.
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The value of F, where the ratio to theory begins to become

larger than one increases for increasing Z1. The reduced

velocity, vl/v2K, for which MO effects become apparent is

0.35 < for 10B, 0.4 < for 12 C, 0.45 < for 14N, and 0.5 < 160

ions.

In fact, the ECPSSR theory underestimates the fluorine

x-ray cross section for oxygen at vl/v2K = 0.33 by more than

a factor of 12. Although increased multiple ionization of

the target atom may be occurring for heavier incident ions

due to the violent nature of the ion-atom collisions, it is

unlikely that such a large discrepancy between the theory

and the data could be explained by an increase in the x-ray

fluorescence yield. At lower incident ion velocities, the

molecular orbital process becomes important if Z, ~ Z2.

Thus, the increase in the x-ray cross sections are probably

due to the filling of inner-shell vacancies caused by the

molecular promotion processes. Since the ECPSSR doesn't

include this process, it underestimates the x-ray cross

section in those regions where molecular orbital (MO)

effects are important. Further evidence that MO effects are

causing the discrepancy at low energies is obtained by

comparing Figure 27 to Brandt's Al x-ray cross section plot

for 160 ions. 92 Brandt also indicates that the Al x-ray cross

section for 160 incident ions is larger than that predicted

by theory and attributes this fact to MO effects.

Furthermore, Figure 27 has the same shape as Brandt's plot
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except that the discrepancy between that data and the theory

is larger. This is expected by MO theory since improved

matching of atomic levels between 0 and F compared to 0 and

Al will increase the MO processes contributon to the total

x-ray cross section.

Charge State Effects - Electron Capture

The experimental difficulties that must be overcome in

order to measure electron capture are many. First, thin

targets must be used in order to ensure that the incident

ion's charge state is not altered. Thus, signal to noise

(due to contaminants and electron bremsstrahlung) is

decreased. Furthermore, experimental run times are also

consequently increased for thin targets in order to achieve

acceptable counting statistics. Secondly, an ultra-high

vacuum system is required in order to prevent charge

exchange between the incident ion beam and residual gas in

the beamline prior to the ion beam impinging on the target

foil. Third, since the K-K electron capture (K-shell of the

target to K-shell of the ion) is inferred from the

difference between the x-ray cross sections measured for an

ion with 2, 1, and zero K-shell vacancies, it is difficult

to obtain accurate electron capture measurements unless the

electron capture process is the dominant ionization process.

Finally, the run times for fluorine targets are already

large due to fluorine's low x-ray fluorescence yield. Thus,
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one is limited in how thin a target can be used in an

electron capture experiment without having unreasonable

experimental uncertainties or long run times. For the foils

used in this work, a single electron capture measurement

often took more than 24 hours.

In order to measure the electron capture contribution

to the fluorine x-ray cross section, it is necessary to use

ultra-thin targets that approximate single-collision

conditions. Thus, ultra-clean YF3 targets as thin as 1

gg/cm2 were produced. After measuring x-ray cross sections

for a range of target thicknesses, targets 5 3 Ag/cm2 were

found to approximate single-collision conditions.

Figure 35 shows the fluorine x-ray cross section's

charge state dependence for 160+3,+4,+5,+6,+7,+8 ions. The x-ray

cross sections are charge state independent for incident

oxygen charge states, q < 7. Thus electron capture of a

fluorine K-shell electron to the L-, M-, etc.. shells of the

incident oxygen ion are negligible compared the probability

of ionizing the fluorine atom through the DI process. The

absence of an increase in the x-ray cross section for q=+6

indicates that either their is a negligible amount of 160

ions in the metastable state that was seen in other EC

measurements 97 or that the lifetime of the metastable state

is too short-lived to be observed in the experiment. K-K

charge transfer is seen for q=+7 where the incident 160 ion

has one K-shell vacancy and for q=+8 where the ion has two
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Fig. 36 Fluorine x-ray cross sections as a function of a 10

MeV 160 ion's incident charge state. L-shell

electron capture is shown to be less than the

experimental error. K-shell electron capture is

shown by the enhancement of the x-ray cross section

for q=+7 and q=+8.
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K-shell vacancies. Also, no L-shell electron capture or

metastable states were observed in the electron capture data

for the other incident ions.

K-K charge transfer results for 10B, "C, and 160 ions

are shown in Figure 37, Figure 38, and Figure 39,

respectively. For 10B and 12C ions, the electron capture

contribution appears to be small with respect the direct

ionization cross section. Thus, due to the large

experimental errors, it is difficult to draw conclusions

from the data except that the ECPSSR greatly overpredicts

the EC contribution. For 160 ions, the electron capture

contribution is much larger than for 10B and 12C ions.

Although the experimental data and ECPSSR theory both

increase with decreasing 160 ion energy, the ECPSSR

overestimates the experimental data by approximately a

factor of 2 for the two K-shell vacancy data and by almost a

factor of 5 in the worst case for the 1 K-shell vacancy

data. The experimental data increase faster for decreasing

160 ion energy with the data being fitted better at lower

energy. Unfortunately, due to the beam interferences

described in Chapter IV, it was not possible to measure

electron capture contributions for 160 ions at other

energies. All electron capture measurements indicate that

the ECPSSR consistently overpredicts the electron capture

contributions. Thus, possibly explaining the difficulty that

was encountered in measuring EC for the 10B and 12C ions.
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Fig. 37 Electron capture contribution to the fluorine x-ray

cross section for 10B+5 and 10B+4 ions.
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Fig. 38 Electron capture contribution to the fluorine x-ray

cross section for 12C+5 and 12C+6 ions.
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Fig. 39 Electron capture contribution to the fluorine x-ray

cross section for 160+8 and 160+7 ions.
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Chapter VII

CONCLUSION

Fluorine x-ray cross sections have been measured for 1-

6 MeV 7 Li+1 ,+2 ,+3 1. 5-11 MeV "B+',+2,+3,+4,+5, 1-10 MeV

12C+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6 , 2-9 MeV 14 N 1 ' 3, and 3-12 MeV 160+1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6,+7,+8

incident ions on ultra-clean, ultra-thin YF3 solid targets.

Previous fluorine x-ray cross section measurements exist

only for a few ions due to experimental difficulties

including: i) x-ray interferences due to low Z contaminants

and electron bremsstrahlung; ii) x-ray efficiency

calibration difficulties; iii) low fluorescence yields.

Procedures were developed to overcome these experimental

difficulties. A special procedure involving argon sputtering

and the use of dodecyl sulfate lithium salt in a methanol

solution as a parting agent was developed to produce carbon

target backings with reduced low Z contaminant

concentrations. Yttrium fluoride was then evaporated onto

the carbon backings to produce the ulta-clean YF3 foils.

Furthermore, an x-ray interference from electron

bremsstrahlung was discovered after reducing the Na

contaminantion. Consequently, a subtraction method using the

measurements for a blank carbon foil target allowed for the

removal of the electron bremsstrahlung interference. Thus,

the experimental error was greatly reduced thereby allowing

178
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for the use of YF3 target foils thinner than 2 gg/cm 2. The

fluorine x-ray cross section was measured as function of the

incident ion energy for all ions using YF3 solid target

foils that were less than 2 pg/cm2 . Also, the x-ray cross

sections were measured as a function of the- ion's incident

charge for all ions except 14N. For 7 Li, the x-ray cross

section exhibited no charge state dependence. Thus, electron

capture is either too small to be observed or the ion's

charge state reaches equilibration in foils of this

thickness. For " 0B, 1 2C, and 160 ions, it was inferred from

the charge state dependence of the measurements that there

was little capture to the L-, M-, etc... shells to within

experimental uncertainties. Also, the metastable states that

had been observed in previous experiments of this type7 1 for

incident ion charge of q = Z1-2 was not observed. However,

x-ray cross section enhancement for the one and two K-shell

vacancy configurations was observed for " 0B, 12C, and 160 ions

due to electron capture. Thus, electron capture from the K-

shell of the fluorine target to the K-shell of the incident

ion was measured for 10B, 12C, and 160 ions at selected

energies as a function of ion charge state.

All x-ray cross section measurements were compared to

theoretical values obtained from ECPSSR ionization cross

sections converted to x-ray cross sections by the use of

single-hole fluorescence yields. For 7 Li, the ECPSSR

correctly predicted the data to within 20% for higher values
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of the reduced incident ion velocities, K 0.3. For ( <

0.3, the ECPSSR increasingly overpredicts the data. The

ECPSSR theory also correctly predicts the data at higher

reduced ion velocites for 1OB and 160 ions: ,K 0.35 for 'B

and K 0.5 for 160. Furthermore, the data for 7 Li, 10B, and

160 follows a systematic trend in terms of Zi that is in

agreement with fluorine x-ray cross sections that have been

previously measured for 1H, 168 4He, 169 and 9Be174 ions. However,

the ECPSSR overpredicts the data for 12C and 14N ions by more

than a factor of 2 in the high velocity region.

In the low velocity region, the ECPSSR is shown to

underpredict the data for all ions except 7 Li. Furthermore,

for these ions, a systematic trend is observed. The value of

EK where the ratio of experiment to theory begins to become

larger than one increases for increasing Z1. This increase

in the x-ray cross section is attributed to greater vacancy

production due to electron promotion during the formation of

quasi-molecular orbitals. Finally, the ECPSSR correctly

predicts the trend of the electron capture data for 10B, 12 C

and 160 ions. However, the ECPSSR overpredicts the EC

contribution to the x-ray cross section for these ions by

more than a factor of 2 at all energies.
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In Figure 40, an electron of mass, m, orbits a nuclear

charge, Z2 e, at a mean distance, a2, and a velocity of v2.

The following assumptions are assumed to hold:

i) The electron undergoes circular motion around the

nucleus.

ii) The electron can only occupy discrete orbits, whose

angular momentum is quantized: L = nh, where n is the

principle quantum number for the shell.

Since the interaction potential between the electron and the

nucleus is the coulomb potential, we have that:

Z 2e
2 m2

F= =(A.1)

a 2 a2
2

Z2e is the Slater screened nuclear charge for the nth shell.

It is convenient to relate all the parameters (velocity,

atomic radius, binding energy, etc..) of the target electron

to a hydrogen K-shell electron.

Target Electron's Atomic Radius:

I Z2e2
a 2 2 2(A.2)

m 2 a
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Fig. 40 Diagram of a Bohr atom



CU
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a= (mv2a2)
2  L2

Z2e
2m Z2e

2m

n2h2

(27r) 2Z2e
2m

(A.3)

(A-4)

For the K-shell electron of hydrogen, Z 2 and n are equal to

unity. The hydrogen K-shell electron orbital radius, a0 is

given by:

ao= h2  .=0.52967A
(27r) 2e2m

(A.5)

Therefore, in general, electron radius for the nth shell of

a target atom is given by the equation:

n2a0
a2Z2

For the K-shell radius, a2K is given by:

a2K-
Z2

(A. 6)

(A*7)
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Target Electron's Velocity:

By rearranging equation A.1 in terms of the electron's

velocity v2, we have the following equation:

v2 (mv 2a2 ) =Z 2e
2

Lv2=Z2e
2

V = (27) Z2e2

= nh

(A .8)

(A. 9)

(A.10)

The velocity of the hydrogen K-shell electron, v0 , is given

by the equation:

(A.11)v = (27) e2 = 2.19 x108 cm2/ sec
h

Therefore, in general, the velocity of the electron in the

nth shell of a target atom is given by:

Z2V0
n

(A.12)

The velocity of a K-shell electron for a target, Z2, is then

given by the equation:

v2K =Z2v o (A. 13)
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Target Electron's Binding Energy:

The total binding energy, Eb of an nth shell electron

is the sum of it's potential energy, PE, and it's kinetic

energy, KE.

Eb=KE +PE

E=-mv 
2 Z2e2

b 2 2 a2

(A.14)

(A. 15)

(A. 16)

Using equation (A.10), we have that:

1 mZ2e4(27r)2 Z 2e2
Eb 2  

2
2 n 2 h 2 a 2

Substituting equation (A.4) into equation (A.15),, we have:

1 Z2e
2  Z2e

2

2 a2  a2

Eb=- 1 Z2e PE
2 a2 -2

(A.17)

(A.18)

The electron's binding energy in terms of the Bohr radius,

a0, is then given by:
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1 Z2 e 2
Eb=~-- -2(A.19)

2 n2ao

The Rydberg constant, Ry, binding energy of a hydrogen K-

shell electron, is found from equation (A.18) to be:

R=-e2= __(27r)2 m-13. 6 eV (A.20)
2ao 2h2

The binding energy for a target electron in the nth shell is

given by

Z2

Eb=+2R (A.21)
b n2Y

The binding energy for a target K-shell electron, EK, is

therefore given by the equation:

(A.22)EK=Z2 Ry
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ValDan5 performs a Larkins fit to an ASCII x-ray data

file: <file>.Dat. The program is written in 'Turbo Pascal 5.5

using a commercial set of routines (The Turbo Techno-Jock

Tool Box) to provide menus and mouse support. The program

also uses a set of graphics routines called GraphPac that

were developed at UNT. The program may be rewritten in Turbo

Pascal 6.0 using turbo vision to remove the need for these

external routines. Furthermore, the program may also be

rewritten in any other convenient high level language: C,

Fortran, etc....

In ValDan5, the operator sets up the fitting procedure

by building a parameter configuration file: <file>.cfg.

Furthermore, the operator may create several different

parameter files and save them for later use. A weakness of

the present version of ValDan5 is the fact that both the

energy calibration and efficiency of the x-ray detector are

encoded in the source code. Thus, the program must be

rewritten for each x-ray detector and amplifier gain

setting. Consequently, by adding these parameters to the

configuration file, the program could be greatly improved.
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Program VanDan5;

Uses

Crt, FastTTT, Dos, WinTTT, KeyTTT, MenuTTT, GraphPac;

Type

InCounts = Real;

String20 = String[20];

Var

StringOut, StringFit : String20;

ParmFile Text;

ParmName String20;

InFile : Text;

OutFilel, OutFile2 : Text;

OutName : String20;

OutFile : Text;

NumberChannel : Integer;

Dummy_Int : Integer;

DataArray : array[0. .1023] of InCounts;

Fit-Array : array[0..512] of InCounts;

PeakArray : array[0. .512,0. .7] of InCounts;

A : array[0..7] of Real; (* Efficiency of :Det. for nth

sub-peak *)

W : array[0. .7] of Real; (* Fluorescence yield for nth

sub-peak *)
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C : Array[O. .7] of Real; (* Probability that vac. is in

KLn *)

B : Real; (* Dummy Cal. variable *)

Key : Char;

DummyChar : Char;

I,J,n : Integer;

Charl : Char;

QuitQuit2 Boolean;

Stop, Stop2 : Boolean;

PL : Real; (* fitting parameter: probability in binomial

FitSum, G_Sum, DataSum : Real;

XX : Real;

PLMin,XX_Min : Real;

(**************** Menu Variables ***********

Menul : Menurecord;

Window : Boolean;

Choice : Integer;

RetCode : Integer;

Menu2 : Menurecord;

Window2 : Boolean;

Choice2 : Integer;

RetCode2 : Integer;

(**************** ParmFile Variables ******************)

Headerl : String[255]; InName : String20;

LowFit, HighFit, PLStepNum, Sub_PeakNum : Integer;
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PlInit, PLFinal, Sigma : Real;

Xn : array[O..7] of Real;

Procedure GetMenul;

(********** Main Menu Definition Procedure ***************)

Begin

With Menul do

Begin

Heading 'Main Menu - ValDan #1';

Heading2 'Multiple Ionization Fitting Program';

Topic[l] 'Change Parameter File';

Topic[2] 'Fit Data File';

Topic[3] 'Graph Results';

Topic[4] 'Generate Data Output File';

Topic[5] 'Exit';

For I := 6 To MaxChoices Do

Topic[I] :='';

TotalPicks := 5;

PicksPerLine := 1;

AddPrefix := I;

TopLeftXY[1] := 0;

TopLeftXY[2] 6; BoxType 5;

Colors(l] Yellow;

Colors[2] Blue;

Colors[3] := White;

Colors[4] Cyan;
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Colors[5] := Red;

Margins 15;

AllowEsc False;

End; { end of With }

Choice := 1;

End; { end of Menul }

Procedure GetMenu2;

(*********** Menu Definition Procedure *****************)

Begin

With Menu2 do

Begin

Heading : 'Parameter File Menu';

Heading2

Topic[l] 'Retrieve OLD Parameter File',;

Topic[2] 'Create NEW Parameter File';

Topic[3] := 'Modify Parameter File';

Topic[4] 'Rename Parameter File';

Topic[5] 'Main Menu'; For I := 6 To MaxChoices Do

Topic[I] :='';

TotalPicks := 5;

PicksPerLine := 1;

AddPrefix := 1;

TopLeftXY[1] 0;

TopLeftXY[2] := 6;

BoxType := 5;
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Colors :=Yellow;

Colors[2] Blue;

Colors[3] = White;

Colors[4] Cyan;

Colors[5] Red;

Margins 15;

AllowEsc True;

End; { end of With }

Choice := 1;

End; { end of Menu2 }

Procedure WriteParmData;

(********* Save Parameter File *******************)

Begin

Assign(ParmFile,ParmName+'.Cfg');

ReWrite(ParmFile); Writeln(ParmFile,Headerl);

Writeln(ParmFileInName);

Writeln(ParmFile,LowFit);

Writeln(ParmFileHighFit);

Writeln(ParmFile,PLInit);

Writeln(ParmFile,PLFinal);

Writeln(ParmFile,PLStepNum);

Writeln(ParmFile,Sub_PeakNum);

Writeln(ParmFile,Sigma);

For I := 0 To (SubPeakNum - 1) Do

Writeln(ParmFile,Xn(I]);
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Close(ParmFile);

End; {end of WriteParmData)

Procedure WriteParmFile;

Begin

Quit := False;

Repeat

ClrScr;

GoToXY(5,l);

Writeln('(A) Header(max 256 chars): ');

Write (Headerl);

GoToXY(5,5);

Write('(B) Spectra Data File Name : '+InName+'.Dat');

GoToXY(5,6);

Write('(C) Low Channel Number of Fit Region : ',LowFit);

GoToXY (5,7) ;

Write('(D) High Channel Number of Fit Region :',HighFit);

GoToXY (5,8) ;

Write('(E) Initial Value of Pl1 : ',PLInit:6:4);

GoToXY (5,9) ;

Write('(F) Final Value of Pl1 : ',PLFinal::6:4);

GoToXY (5,10);

Write('(G) Number of Increments in Pl : ',PLStepNum);

GoToXY(5,11);

Write('(H) Number of Sub Peaks : ',Sub_PeakNum);

GoToXY (20,12) ;
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Write('Sub Peak Location In Channels');

GoToXY(5,13);

Write('(I) Peak #0

GoToXY(5,14);

Write('(J) Peak #1

GoToXY (5,15) ;

Write('(K) Peak #2

GoToXY(5,16);

Write('(L) Peak #3

GoToXY(45,13); Wri

GoToXY(45,14);

Write('(N) Peak #5 :

GoToXY (45,15);

Write('(O) Peak #6 :

GoToXY(45,16);

Write('(P) Peak #7 :

GoToXY(5,17);

Write('(R) Sigma ( FWHM

',Xn[0]*:8:3);

',Xn[l]:8:3);

',Xn[2]:8:3);

',Xn[31:8:3)

te('(M) Peak #4 ',Xn [4 ] :8: 3);

',Xn[5]:8:3);

',Xn[6]:8:3);

',Xn[7]:8:3) ;

(protons in channels)/2.35 }:

',Sigma:7:3); GoToXY(20,18);

Write('Parameter File : '+ParmName+'.cfg');

GoToXY (5,19) ;

Write('Press <Q> to Quit');

GoToXY(5,20);

Write ('Which parameter would you like to change? : ');

Readln (Charl) ;

IF UpCase(Charl) = 'Q' Then
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Begin

WriteParmData;

Quit := True;

End (end of begin)

Else

Case UpCase(Charl) of

'A' Begin

GoToXY (5,21);

Write('Input Header

Readln(Headerl);

End;

'B' Begin

GoToXY(5,21);

Write('Input Spectra Data File Name <*>.Dat : ');

Readln(In_Name);

End;

'C' Begin

GoToXY (5, 21);

Write('Input Low Channel Number of Fit Region

Readln(LowFit);

End;

'D' :Begin

GoToXY(5,21);

Write('Input High Channel Number of Fit Region

'); Readln(HighFit);

End;
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'E' Begin

GoToXY (5,21);

Write('Input Initial Value of Pl

Readln(PLInit);

End;

'F' Begin

GoToXY(5,21);

Write('Input Final Value of Pl

Readln (PLFinal);

End;

'G' :Begin

GoToXY (5,21);

Write('Input Number of Increments in P1

Readln (PLStepNum);

End;

'H' Begin

GoToXY(5,21);

Write('Input Number of Sub Peaks

Readln(Sub_PeakNum);

End;

'I' Begin

GoToXY (5, 21);

Write('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #0

Readln(Xn[0]);

End;

'J' :Begin
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GoToXY (5, 21) ;

Write('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #1

Readln(Xn[l]);

End;

'K' Begin

GoToXY (5,21);

Write('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #2

Readln(Xn[2]);

End;

L' :Begin

GoToXY (5,21);

Write('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #3

Readln (Xn [ 3);

End;

'M' Begin

GoToXY (5,21);

Write('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #4

Readln(Xn[4]);

End;

'N' Begin

GoToXY (5, 21);

Write ('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #5 ');

Readln(Xn[5]);

End;

'0' Begin

GoToXY (5,21);
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Write('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #6

Readln (Xn[ 6]);

End;

' P':Begin

GoToXY(5,21);

Write('Input Channel Number of Sub Peak #7

Readln(Xn[7]);

End;

'R' :Begin

GoToXY (5, 21);

Write('Input Sigma { FWHM (protons in channels)

/ 2.35 } '); Readln(Sigma);

End;

End; {end of Case}

Until Quit;

ClrScr;

End; (end of WriteParmFile}

Procedure ReadParmFile;

Begin

Assign(ParmFile,ParmName+' .cfg');

Reset(ParmFile);

Readln (ParmFile, Headerl) ;

Readln(ParmFile,In_Name);

Readln(ParmFile,LowFit);

Readln(ParmFile,HighFit);
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Readln(ParmFile,PLInit);

Readln(ParmFile,PLFinal);

Readln(ParmFile,PLStepNum);

Readln(ParmFile,SubPeakNum);

Readln(ParmFile,Sigma);

For I := 0 To 7 Do

Xn[I] 0.0;

For I := 0 To (SubPeakNum - 1) Do

Readln(ParmFile,Xn[I]);

Close(ParmFile);

End; (end of ReadParmFile)

Procedure RetrieveParm;

Begin

ClrScr;

GoToXY(10,10);

Write('Name of Parameter File to be Retrieved <*>.cfg

Readln(ParmName);

End; (end of RetrieveParm}

Procedure InitializeParm;

Begin

Headerl ''; InName

LowFit 0;

HighFit 0;

PLInit 0.0;
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PLFinal := 1.0;

PLStepNum 10;

SubPeakNum 1;

Sigma 30;

For I 0 To 7 Do

Xn[I] := 0.0;

End; (end of InitializeParm}

Procedure CreateParm;

Begin

InitializeParm;

ClrScr;

GoToXY(10,10);

Write('NEW Parameter File''s Name <*>.cfg

Readln(ParmName);

WriteParmFile;

End; (end of Create_Parm)

Procedure SaveParm;

Begin ClrScr;

GoToXY(10,10);

Write('New Name You Wish To Use To Save The Parm File

<*>.cfg : ');

Readln(ParmName);

WriteParmData;

End; (end of SaveParm}
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Procedure Change_Parm;

Begin

Stop2 := False;

RetCode2 0;

Repeat

Window2 False;

Choice2 1;

ReadParmFile;

Displaymenu(Menu2 ,Window2, Choice2 ,RetCode2);

Case Choice2 of

1 : RetrieveParm;

2 : CreateParm;

3 : WriteParmFile;

4 : SaveParm;

5 : Stop2 := True;

End; (end of Case)

ClrScr; Until Stop2;

End; (end of ChangeParm}

Procedure ReadData;

Var

DummyString String[80];

HolderString String[10];

DataPoint : Real;

Error : Integer;

NextLine : Boolean;
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Begin

Assign(In_File,In_Name+'.Dat');

Reset(InFile);

For I := 0 To 2047 Do

DataArray[I] 1.0;

I := 0;

While Not EOF(InFile) Do

Begin

NextLine := False;

Readln(InFile,DummyString);

Repeat

HolderString := Copy(DummyString, 0,10);

Delete(DummyString,1,10);

Val(HolderString,DataPoint,Error);

DataArray[IJ DataPoint;

IF I < 1023 Then

I := I+1;

IF Length(DummyString) = 0 Then

NextLine := True;

Until NextLine;

End; {end of While}

Close(InFile);

End; (end of Read Data}

Procedure GraphFit;

Var
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Ymax, YMin : Real;

StringPL : String[6];

PeakColor : Word;

Begin

(** Graphs Experimental Data; Total Fit; and all KLn

Sub-Peaks **)

(***** Determine Y graph range *****)

YMax FitArray[LowFit];

YMin FitArray[LowFit];

For I LowFit To HighFit Do Begin

IF FitArray[I] > YMax Then

YMax := FitArray[I];

IF FitArray[I] < YMin Then

YMin := FitArray[I];

IF DataArray[I] > YMax Then

YMax := DataArray[I];

IF DataArray[I] < YMin Then

YMin := DataArray[I];

End;

(** Setup Graphics Enviorment and World using GraphPac by

Dr. Mackey **)

Str(PL:6:4,StringPL);

Gdrvr := Detect;
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BeginGraphic (Gdrvr , GMode) ;

DefineWindow(1,0,100,10,100);

SelectWindow(l) ;

MakeWorldandAxes (1, lLowFit,HighFit, Ymin, YMax, Green, Yellow,

'Channel Number' ,Magenta, 'X-Ray Counts' ,Magenta,

'Fit for '+InName+' with PL='+StringPL,Magenta);

(****** Plots experimental and fitted data points ******)

For I := LowFit To HighFit Do

PlotPoint (I, DataArray (I]jIWhite);

For n 0 To (SubPeakNum - 1) Do

Begin

Case n of

0 PeakColor 1; (Blue)

1 PeakColor := 2; {Green)

2 PeakColor 4; (Red)

3 PeakColor 5; (Magenta)

4 PeakColor 14; (Yellow)

5 PeakColor 10; (Light Green)

6 : PeakColor 13; (Light Magenta)

7 PeakColor 11; (Light Cyan)

End; (end of Case)

For I := LowFit To HighFit Do

PlotPoint(IPeakArray[I,n] ,PeakColor);

End; (end of For)
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For I := LowFit To HighFit Do

PlotPoint(I,FitArray[I],White);

Readln;

EndGraphic;End; {end of GraphFit)

Procedure Eff nCalc;

Begin

(** Calculate efficiency for x-ray from KLn sub-peak **)

For n 0 To 7 Do

A[n] 1.0;

For n 0 To (SubPeakNum-1) Do

Begin

B 2.89085553*ln(5.98*Xn[n]-255);

B Exp(B);

A[n] := 6.2625e8/B;

A[n] Exp(4.1122-A[n]);

A[n] A[n]*(0.034390*Xn[n]-4.3593);

End; (end of For)

End; (end of Eff_n_Calc)

Procedure Fluor_n_Calc;

Begin

(** Calculates relative fluorescence yields using a simple

approx **)
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For n := 0 To 7 Do

W[n] 1.0; For n 0 To (SubPeakNum - 1) Do

W[n] 7 / (7-n);

End; (* end of Fluor_nCalc*)

Procedure Prob_n_Calc;

Begin

(** Calculates PL dependent probabilities that vacancy is in

KLn assuming a binomial distribution. **)

For n := 0 To 7 Do

C[n] 1.0;

For n := 0 To (SubPeakNum -1) Do

Begin

IF (PL > 0.0) AND (PL < 1.0) Then

Begin

C[n]

C[n]

Case

0:

1 :

2:

3:

4.

6:

7.

End;

: n*Ln(PL)+(7-n)*Ln(l-PL);

: Exp(C[n]);

n of

C[n] :=C[n]

C[n] := 7.0 *Cn];

C[n] := 21.0 *C[n]

C[n] := 35.0 *Cn];

C[n] := 35.0 * C[n]; 5 : C[n] := 21.0 *C[n];

C[n] := 7.0 * C[n];

C[n] :=
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End;(end of IF)

IF PL <= 0.0 Then

Case n of

0 : C[n] C[n]

Else

C[n]

End; (end

IF PL

Case n of

7 : C[n]

Else

C[n]

End; (end

End;

End; (end

Procedure

Begin

of

0.0;

Case}

1.0 Then

C[n]

0.0;

of Case}

(end of For}

of Prob_n_Calc}

FitForPL;

Prob_n_Calc;

Fluor_n_Calc; Eff_n_Calc;

For I 0 To 512 Do

Begin

FitArray[I] 0.0;

For n := 0 To 7 Do

PeakArraytI,n] := 0.0;

End; {end of For)
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(********** Fit the data for a particular PL ********)

G_Sum := 0.0;

DataSum := 0.0;

For n := 0 To (SubPeakNum - 1) Do

For I := LowFit To HighFit Do

PeakArray[I,n] W[n]*C[n]*A[n]*Exp(-Sqr(I-

Xn[n])/(2*Sqr(Sigma)));

For I LowFit To HighFit Do

For J := 0 To (SubPeakNum - 1) Do

FitArray[I] FitArray[I] + PeakArray[I,J];

(******* Used for Calculateing X2 and Yfit data *********)

For I LowFit To HighFit Do

Begin GSum G_Sum + FitArray[I];

DataSum := DataSum + DataArray[I];

End; (end of For-I}

(* Normalize all fits and Calculate X2 : error in PL fit **)

XX := 0.0;

For I := LowFit To HighFit Do

Begin

FitArray[I]=Fit-Array[I]*(DataSum/GSum);

For n := 0 To (SubPeakNum - 1) Do

PeakArray[I,n] := PeakArray[I,n] * (DataSum/GSum);

XX := XX + Sqr(DataArray[I] - Fit Array[I])/FitArray[I];

End; (end of For)
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XX := XX/(HighFit-LowFit);

FitSum := 0.0;

For I := LowFit To HighFit Do

FitSum := FitSum + FitArray[I];

Writeln(' ',PL:7:5,' ',XX:15:9);

End; {end of FitForPL}

Procedure FitData;

Var FitFinished : Boolean;

DeltaPL : Real;

Begin

ReadData;

DeltaPL := (PLFinal - PLInit)/PLStepNum;

ClrSCr;

PL :=PLInit - DeltaPL;

FitFinished False;

XX_Min 1.0e8;

PLMin PLInit;

Repeat

PL := PL+DeltaPL;

FitForPL;

IF XX <= XX_Min Then

Begin
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XX_Min XX;

PL_Min PL;

End;

IF PL >= PLFinal Then

FitFinished := True;

Until FitFinished;

Writeln;

Writeln('...... Fit is Done l!!.

Writeln('PL Minimum = ',PLMin:7:5,

',XXMin:15: 9);

Write('Sum Exp. = ',DataSum:12:0,'

',FitSum:12:0);

. .'); Writeln;

X2 Minimum =

Sum Fit =

Readln;

ClrScr;

(********** Graphics Output Section *************)

Write('Do you want output for a PL other than the best fit

<Y/N>: ');

Readln(Charl);

IF UpCase(Charl) = 'Y' Then

Begin

Write('What is the value of PL : ');

Readln(PL);

End

Else

PL PL_Min;
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ClrScr;

FitForPL;

GraphFit;

ClrSCr;

(****** Output Data File **************)

Write('Output Data Files <Y/N>

Readln (Charl) ;

IF UpCase(Charl) = 'N' Then

Begin

ClrScr;

Exit;

End; (end of IF}

Write('Experimental Data''s Output File Name <*>.Dat :' );

Readln(StringOut);

Write('Fitted Data''s Output File Name <*>.Dat 1);

Readln(StringFit);

Assign(Out_Filel,StringOut+'.Dat');

Assign(Out_File2,StringFit+'.Dat');

ReWrite(OutFilel);

ReWrite (OutFile2);

For I := LowFit To HighFit Do

Begin

Writeln(OutFilel,I,' ',DataArray[I]:8:0);

Writeln(OutFile2,I,' ',FitArray[I]:8:0);

End;(end of For}
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Close(Out_Filel);

Close(Out_File2);

ClrSCr;

End; {end of FitData}

(***************** Main Program ********************)

Begin

TextBackground(Blue);

TextColor (Yellow);

ClrSCr;

Window False;

RetCode= 0;

GetMenul;

GetMenu2;

ParmName := 'OLD';

Assign(ParmFile,ParmName+'.cfg');

($I-}

Reset(ParmFile);

If IOResult <> 0 Then

CreateParm;

{$I+}

Stop := False;

Repeat

ReadParmFile;

Displaymenu(Menul,Window, Choice,RetCode);

Case Choice of

1 : ChangeParm;
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2 : FitData;

3 : Stop := True;{GraphResult;)

4 : Stop True;(GenOutput;)

5 : Stop True;

End; (end of Case)

Until Stop;

ParmName 'OLD';

WriteParmData;

TextBackground(Black);

TextColor(White);

ClrScr;

End.
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The YFANAL2 program performs data analysis using a

modified form of Equation (V.11). The program is written in

Turbo Pascal 5.5 using a commercial set of routines (The

Turbo Techno-Jock Tool Box) to provide menus and mouse

support. The program may be rewritten in Turbo Pascal 6.0

using turbo vision to remove the need for these external

routines. Furthermore, the program may also be rewritten in

any other convenient high level language: C, Fortran,

etc....

In YFANAL2, the operator supplies the basic

experimental setup parameters to the program using a

parameter configuration file. This procedure reduces

unwanted typing by the operator. A global scaling factor is

included in the program to account for the factor of 3 that

occurs in Equation (V.11). This factor can be controlled by

the operator through the configuration file (Xanal.dat) to

fit the operator's particular experimental setup. Prompts

aide the operator in entering into the program all data that

is specific to a particular measurement. Thus, the program

is user-friendly and convenient.
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Program YFanal2;

Uses Crt, FastTTT, Dos, WinTTT, KeyTTT, MenuTTT;

Var

(********* My Variables *********)

Efficiency : Real;

SolidAngle : Real;

XRayCounts : LongInt;

RBS_Counts : LongInt;

X_DTime : Real;

R_DTime : Real;

Absorption Real;

Thickness Real;

X_Cross : Real;

Attenuation : Real;

ParmFile : Text;

Charl Char;

Quit Boolean;

Stop Boolean;

I : Integer;

R_Cross :Real;

ZTarget : Integer;

Z_Ion : Integer;

MTarget : Real;

MIon : Real; SAngle Real;

BeamEnergy Real;

GlobalDiv Integer;
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(********* Menu Variables ******)

Menul Menurecord;

Window Boolean;

Choice Integer;

RetCode Integer;

Procedure GetMenul;

Begin

With Menul do

Begin

Heading : 'Main Menu';

Heading2 'Xray Cross Section Calculation Program';

Topic[l] 'Calculate Cross Section';

Topic[2] 'Change Parameter File';

Topic[3] 'Exit Program';

For I := 4 To MaxChoices Do

Topic[I]:'';

TotalPicks 3;

PicksPerLine := 1;

AddPrefix := 1;

TopLeftXY[1] 0; TopLeftXY[2] 6;

BoxType := 5;

Colors[l] Yellow;

Colors[2] Blue;

Colors[3] White;

Colors[4] Cyan;
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Colors[5] := Red;

Margins 15;

AllowEsc :False;

End;

Choice 1;

End;

Procedure Analysis1;

Begin

Attenuation := Exp(-0.5 * Thickness * Absorption);

ClrScr;

Writeln;

Write('Xray Counts

Readln(XrayCounts);

Write('RBS Counts

Readln(RBSCounts);

Write('Xray Dead Time

Readln(X_DTime); Write('RBS Dead Time

Readln(R_DTime);

R_Cross 1.296 * Sqr(ZIon*Z_Target/BeamEnergy);

R_Cross RCross * ( 1/Sqr(Sqr((Sin(Pi*SAngle/360.o))))

- 2*Sqr(MIon/M_Target));

R_Cross RCross / 1000.0;

X_Cross (XRayCounts * XDTime)/ (RBSCounts *

R_DTime);

X_Cross XCross * (SolidAngle / Efficiency);
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X_Cross XCross / Attenuation;

X_Cross XCross * R_Cross / GlobalDiv;

ClrScr;

GotoXY(2,10);

Writeln('XRay Efficiency = ',Efficiency:13,'

Angle = ', SolidAngle:13);

Solid

Writeln;

Writeln(' Target Thickness(ug/cmA2) = ',Thickness: 8: 6,

' X-Ray Attenuation = ',Attenuation:8:6);

Writeln;

Writeln(' Xray Count = ',XRayCounts,' RBS_Counts =

',RBSCounts); Writeln;

Writeln(' Xray Cross Section = ',XCross:13,'barns RBS

Cross Section - ', R_Cross:13, 'b/sr');

Writeln;

Write(' Press Any <Enter> To Continue'); Readln;

ClrScr;

End;

Procedure ReadParmFile;

Begin

Assign(ParmFile,'Xanal.Dat');

Reset(ParmFile);

Readln (ParmFileEfficiency);

Readln(ParmFile,SolidAngle);

Readln(ParmFile,Absorption);
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Readln(ParmFile,Thickness);

Readln(ParmFile,Z_Ion);

Readln(ParmFile,M_Ion);

Readln(ParmFile,ZTarget);

Readln(ParmFile,M_Target);

Readln(ParmFile,SAngle);

Readln(ParmFile,BeamEnergy);

Readln(ParmFile,GlobalDiv);

Close(ParmFile);

End;

Procedure WriteData;

Begin

Assign(ParmFile,'Xanal.Dat');

ReWrite(ParmFile);

Writeln(ParmFile,Efficiency);

Writeln (ParmFile, SolidAngle);

Writeln(ParmFile,Absorption);

Writeln(ParmFileThickness);

Writeln(ParmFile,Z_Ion);

Writeln(ParmFile,M_Ion);

Writeln(ParmFile,Z_Target);

Writeln(ParmFile,M_Target);

Writeln(ParmFile,SAngle);

Writeln(ParmFile,BeamEnergy);

Writeln(ParmFile,GlobalDiv);
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Close(ParmFile);

End;

Procedure WriteParmFile;

Begin

Quit := False;

Repeat

ClrScr;

GotoXY(10,4);

Writeln('(A) : X-Ray Efficiency = ',Efficiency:13);

GotoXY(10,5);

Writeln('(B) : Particle Detector''s Solid Angle =

,SolidAngle: 13);

GotoXY(10,6);

Writeln('(C) : X-Ray Absorption Coefficent =

,Absorption:8:6);

GotoXY(10,7);

Writeln('(D) : Target Thickness(ug/cmA2) =

,Thickness:6:4);

GotoXY(10, 8);

Writeln('(E) : Atomic Number of Ion = ',Z_Ion);

GotoXY(10,9);

Writeln('(F) : Atomic Mass of Ion = ',M_Ion:10:6);

GotoXY(10,10);

Writeln('(G) : Atomic Number of Target Atom = ',Z_Target);

GotoXY(10,11);
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Writeln('(H) : Atomic Mass of Target Atom =

,M_Target:10:6);

GotoXY(10,12);

Writeln('(I) : RBS Scattering Angle(Deg.) =

,SAngle:7:3);

GotoXY(1O,13);

Writeln('(J) : Beam Energy(MeV) = ',BeamEnergy:7:4);

GotoXY (10,14) ;

Writeln('(K) : Global Division Factor = ',GlobalDiv);

GotoXY (10,16);

Writeln('Press <Q> to Quit');

GotoXY(1O,18);

Write('Which parameter would you like to change?:');

Readln(Charl);

IF UpCase(Charl) = 'Q' Then

Begin

WriteData;

Quit := True;

End

Else

Case UpCase(Charl) of

'A' : Begin

GotoXY (10,19);

Write('Input X-Ray Efficiency :

Readln(Efficiency);

End;
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'B' Begin

GotoXY(1O,19);

Write('Input Solid Angle

Readln(SolidAngle);

End;

'C' Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Absorption Coefficient

Readln(Absorption);

End;

'D' :Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Target Thickness(ug/cmA2) :);

Readln(Thickness);

End;

'E' :Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Atomic Number of Ion

Readln(ZIon);

End;

'F' Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Atomic Mass of Ion

Readln(MIon);

End;

'G' :Begin
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GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Atomic Number of the Target

Readln(ZTarget);

End;

'H' Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Atomic Mass of the Target

Readln (M_Target);

End;

'I' Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input RBS Scattering Angle(Deg)

Readln(SAngle);

End;

'J' :Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Beam Energy(MeV)

Readln(BeamEnergy);

End;

'K' Begin

GotoXY(10,19);

Write('Input Global Divisor Factor

Readln(GlobalDiv);

End;

End;

Until Quit;
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ClrScr;

End;

{ Main Program }

Begin

TextBackground(Blue);

TextColor(Yellow);

ClrScr; Window := False;

RetCode := 0;

GetMenul;

RBSCounts 1;

XRayCounts 1;

X_DTime 1.0;

R_DTime 1.0;

Efficiency 1.0;

SolidAngle 1.0;

Absorption 0.0;

Thickness 1.0;

ZIon 1;

M_Ion 1.0;

ZTarget := 1;

MTarget := 1.0;

SAngle 45.0;

BeamEnergy := 1.0;

Assign(ParmFile,'Xanal.dat');

($I-}
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Reset(ParmFile);

IF IOResult <> 0 Then

WriteParmFile;

{$I+}

Stop False; Repeat

ReadParmFile;

Displaymenu(MenulWindow,Choice,RetCode);

Case Choice of

1 : Analysisl;

2 : WriteParmFile;

3 : Stop True;

End;

Until Stop;

TextBackground (Black);

TextColor(White);

ClrScr;

End.
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